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4. 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAF'l!ER._ I 
INTRODUCTION 
Personnel adniinis.tration and personnel praat.i.c,es 
have been. the subject of much. detailed. atudy and 1nvestiga-
ti.on. Volumes of material have been compiled on the. vari.ous 
aspects of personnel admini.strat.ion, such as rec.rui.ting and 
seleetian.o,i' workers., wage.s and saLaries, and. employee evalua-
tion. Textboo1t.s .. describe the manner in which a. firm should 
operate when establishing a personnel departme.nt ... the qualit.1es 
of a personnel administrator,and the. facill.ti.es he requir.e.s 
in the conduct. o:f hi.s work. The vast, number of people employed. 
, a 
in industry ta-day necessitates the formUlation of science that 
will direct these peopl.e to the. goal o.f the enterprise .• 
Personnel administration. i.e required in order to properly select, 
train,and mold these people into an efficient work. force. 
The New England, area,for approximately one hundred 
years,was the textile center of the United States. It consist-
. 
ently led this country and .~at times ,the world in textile pro-
duction and employment. The industry began. to expand in the early 
part of the nineteenth century~and continued unLil. it reached the 
peak o:f.volume and productLon .in the early twentieth century. It 
has been steadily declining.in the New England area since the 
1920 1 s. This deterioration haa been due to a· combination of 
' 
- . 
factors, such a.s high wages and low productivi.ty, competition 
from southern .mill.s ,and rivalry from. foreign .imports .• In s.pite of 
this dec.l1nat1on.in. th:e pa.st forty years~ the industry is still an 
important part. of New England. 
Fall River,Ma.ssachusetta~ aL the turn of the century 
-
was the textile center of the world. Immigrants came from 
England, Ireland, France, Italy, Portugal and numerous other 
countries to secure employment in Fall River's mills. A large 
proportion of the families in the immediate area, in aome in-
stances two or three generations of the same family, found em-
ployment here. An ins.titute was founded in the city to prepare 
people for work as loomfixers, mechanics and overseers in this 
thriving industry. Fortunes were amassed by the individuals and 
/or syndicates who controlled the mills. The economy of the city 
was extensively dependent on this business, as there w~s a lack 
of diversification of industry in the area. 
After the peak years of the latter nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, the textile industry began to meet 
with reverses. As the yea~s passed, the firms one by one, either 
reduced operations or ceased them entirely. The reduction of 
operations had a serious effect on the economy of Fall River. 
Thousands of people who had depended on the mills for their live-
lihood, with operations reduced~ found themsel ve.s unemployed. With 
little formal education and no trade, except their knowledge of 
textiles, they were forced to seek employment in a satiated labor 
.. 
market. Because a relatively large proportion of its labor force 
is unemployed, Fall River is classified as a depressed area under 
the Area Redevelopment Act of 1961. 
·This study is an attempt to determine the effect which 
the depressed econom~c condition of.the area has on the personnel 
policies and practices within the are~. The textile industry was 
selected as the basis for this study because it is the major source 
of unemployment within the area; therefore, if the stagnant 
economy of the area has an effect on personnel practices 
within the area, it will chiefly affect those of the textile 
industry. 
8. 
CHAPTER II 
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 
9. 
Although me.chaniz.ation has greatly reduced ... ther need 
for peopl.e in s.ome. areas of the manufacturing and serv:ice. in-
dustries ,it cannot al.:t.oge.ther eliminate man' .s r.ole in industry. 
Man is the invent.or., the innovator, the admini.s.trat.or who com.-
bines the factors.of production,and so manipulates them as to 
arri.ve at a desire.d. end product. Man is also. one of the .chi.ef 
fa.ctors of produ.ct.i.on. In this role, he must be directed. so a.s 
to best utili~e his talents for his own benefit,and for the 
benefit of his employar. 
Due to the f'act that man plays such an ext.ensive role 
-
in the production of good.s and services,. there is a def'init.e. ne.ed 
for a so.ience that. will. dire.ct him. in his efforts and according 
to his abilities,to his maximum effioieno.y. Pers.onnel management 
has been defined as a 11 C(o.de of ways of organizing and treating 
individuals at work so t~at they will each get the greatest 
possible realization of their intrims~~~ abilities, thus obtain-
ing maximum efficienay for themselves and their group and there-
by giving to the enterprise of which they are a part its deter-
mining competitive advantage and its o~timum result.•~! There-
fore, the purpose of personnel administration is to organize the 
human element or factor of production so as to m~ximize its 
efficiency and,1hence ,its effectiveness. Personnel administration 
is required in all levels of the organization~! structure,from 
the level of the lowest skilled job to the uppermost level of 
management. Top management must possess the abil.ities requi.site 
for the successful and p.ro.fitable direction of the enterprise, 
and must be organized so as to faeilitate the attainment of the 
I 
firms objectives. The complications brought about by the large 
number employed in a firm;.and the multiplicity of tasks con-
fronting them, evidence the need for a di~ector to channel 
their abilities for the sati.~acti.an of' the company. A co.de 
or manner of' selecting, trai:b.ing, organizing, observing,
1
and 
directing the workers for the good of the enterprise is .an 
absolute necessity. 
The extent of the for.mali.zation of personnel policies. 
\ 
and administration depends. greatly .on. the. size o.f the firm in-
valved. A small company, emplo;y:ing relat.ive.l.y :few workers, may 
have no formaL statement. of personnel policies ,and no pers.onnel 
admini.s.trator to cope with the day to day problema that arise 
from the human factor .of pro.du.ction. The owner of the smal.l 
firm;or possibly a superintendent or superviso~,may handle all 
personnel matters;and :formulate policies as incidents arise 
which require a statement of pers.onnel pol+,cy. However, "no plant 
is too small to have someone whose primary job is to specialize 
in personnel administration and the study and elimination of 
causes of misunderstanding and resentment on the part of employees 
and supervitsQrs.· n2 The larger enterprises ,employing a number 
of people~usually have a very elaborate and well defined personnel 
policy administered by an experienced and. capable staff'. The 
need;in personnel admini.stratian~is for a definite personnel 
policy adminLstered by people who are specialists in this field. 
Personnel..policias. refle~t .the. att1~ude management 
takes toward the. work force and the ent.erprise. Lenient pers.onnel 
policies may evidence;,e.i.t.her a paternali.st1c .. managem.ent which 
considers the workers as a part of' the family , or a lax manage-
ment which do.es not de..s.ire to be tao rigid either in theory or 
in practice. Stern personnel policies may indicate an overly 
oppressive management which intends t.o e~ploit the workers. 
The personnel policy , which management elects to follow, should 
be the result of a carefully thought out and well planned pro-
cedure which coincides with the long range bbjectives of manage• 
ment. 
The personnel administrato.r and the upper echelon 
of management should combine their efforts in the ~ormulation 
of a perso~el policy. ~anagement, when prescrib~ng its per-
sonnel policy, should seek the counsel of a .specialist well 
versed and experienced i~ both personnel theory and practice. 
The personnel specialist will be able to acquaint management 
with standard personnel policies and practices. Management 
will have the opportunity to explain to the specialist its 
obJectives. Together, they will be able to formulate a policy 
that will serve ~he best interests of the enterprise and of 
the llndividuals aoncerned, The personnel specialist advises 
. . 
management in regards to the policies it should follow, and 
management decides on'the policies which the ~irm will follow. 
The formulation of personnel polic.y in a non-union-
ized business differs radically from that in a unionized one. 
In the former, management has greater latitude in the formula-
tion of policies; while in the latter, management's latitude 
12. 
is restrained. The exi.stence of a union, in a firm, brings a 
third party to the bargaining table. Personnel policies expound-
ed [U management are now subject to challenge by a representative 
of the workers •. The position of the personnel administrator in 
this situation is that of an advisor. He cannot determine the 
polic~es of the enterprise,but he can advise managemenL on 
the po~1cies that are most appropriate. He usuaLly acts as 
the representati-ve o"f managem.entH in the negot.iations •.. The 
ras.ul tant policies ,1wh1ch will g<!>vern management's acti.ons for 
the duration oX the labor contract,are arrived. at by the agree-
ment of the parties concerned. When personnel po.l.ic.Les .ha:ve 
been established it i~s the personnel off.icer who administers 
them. He will best serve the interest of his company if he co-
operates with the union~rather than opposing it. The harmonious 
relations, resulting ~rom such combined e~fort, will serve in 
the best interests of all. 
Personnel policies should be clear, concise and 
definite. A writte.n statement of su.ch should be compiled and 
imparted to the empl.oyees. The ·communi,cation of: company policy 
may be acaomplished by the use o~ such media as booklets, 
pamphlets, bulletin board.s,,or handbooks. 
The estab~i.shment of a personnel de;Partment requires 
a decision by management,as to the importance of the personnel 
manager within the enterprise. It is~perhaps~wisest to crea~e 
a position which has equal s.tatua with others in company adminis-
tration. For the following reasons the personnel director 
shoul.d report directly t.o top management. 
"I. He. is free of departmental obligation, influence 
or bia~,and is able to assume a broad objective 
I 
view based soleLy upon the best interests of the 
company as a whole. 
2. The prestige value of a strong staff position~ 
under the aegis of general management,is such 
that. the support and. c.o.-o.peration. of. ope.rating 
exe..c.u.t.i. ve.s. canno:t properly be. wLthheld. 
3.He is enab.l.ed t.o perform more ade,quately his 
!:unction of advi.se.r on all pe.rsonne~ prob~ems,. 
including those affecting top executives them-
selves. ti 3 
!4. 
The personnel manager requi.res the as.si.stance of .a 
staff to handle e.l.erical matters and matters o,f. minor import-
ance,. The exiat.en.c.e. of such a staff liberates. the personnel 
administrator from the performance o:f routine.tasks~andenables 
/ 
him to devot.e more. t.ime ana: effort to ;Inore important matters.-
Pers.onnel administration.i.s primarily a staff function~ 
The exercise of the line function involves. the capacity to dec~de 
on certain matters-; with corresponding authority and responsibil.i ty 
in these matters. The exercise of the staff function involves the 
activity of advising the line function~ in ce.rtain.matters,of. 
which it has a superior knowledge. t'The primary functi.on of the 
personnel staff is to provide service to the. line ~epartments 
in obtaining and maintaining the work force to insure proper 
. ' 
co-ordinat.ion of' per..sonnel activities throughout the .organi.za..tion, 
to exercise fun.cti.onal. control over such activities ,and to assi.st 
in promotion of satisfactory employer-employee relations. 11 4 Accord-
ing to this. defini..:t.ian the personnel func.tion, at least in. 
theory, is a staf:f: funct.ion ... However, in real.i.ty, "the line of 
~ 
di.st.in.ct.ion between. staff' and. line. capa.cities is not aLways. 
definite. u5 In numerous instances where personnel is suppo sadly ,, 
- . 
a staff function., in reality ,it is a l.in.e function .in whicn· the 
personnel manager makes the decisions .. The actual positiornor 
capacity o~ the personnel function, be it line or staff, 
varies from company to company and at times, within a 
company, from situation to situation. 
The need for a.definite system or policy of per-
sonnel administration is evidenced by the complexity of 
numerous factors, which must be organized if the company is 
15. 
to achieve its goal. The personnel policy should be the result 
of carefUl planning, so conceived that it will aid the enter-
prise in attaining its objective. Personnel policies are ad• 
ministered by a representative of management, usually a special-
ist in hfs field. The success of the enterprise depends to a 
large extent on the success· of its personnel policy, by means 
of which the workers are directed toward the objective of the 
~irm. 
PART1 y 
. 
ASPECTS OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 
17. 
CHAPTER lli 
PRELIMINARY ASPECTS OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 
RECRUITING . 
INTERVIEWI!}G 
SELECTIOID: 
PLACEMENT 
The four .pral.1min$ry aspects of pers.onne.l. adm1n1stra-
t~an are empl.oyee recruit.ing •. 1nterv.i.ewing, sel.ec:t~on,arid plac:e.-
ment ... These. asp.e.cts are prel.1m1nary, because. ~hey ooc.ur prior to. 
the t..ime the employee performs tbe task for whi.ch .he i.a. sel.ec.t.ed. 
The recrui.ting of individuaLs. to serve as empLoyees 
of an enterpr.!Be.~s the primary step in.m~eting the personneL 
requirements. of said.~.oompany. The sa.urces. through. whi.ch. a firm. 
re.cruits it.s wo.rke~s are .numerous. Labor unions provide. a large 
per.centage of workers for indu.stry. The. nation-'s .secondarY.: 
schools prepare young people far certain types pf work in industry. 
Wb.e.re a more. speci.aliz.ed training is requfred,.gradua'ftas:.of voca-
ti.onal scho.ols, techni.cal schools and co1leges. provide a source 
ef potential. empLoyees. Employment agencies,private and govern-
mental.;. contribute further to this available labor pool. In addi-
tion~ a firm may advert1s,e it.s ne'eds., and seek to attract people 
who poas.e.s.s the qualifications it des~:t>~'BL or requires. In his 
e~forts to recruit employees ~or a ·specific position, there are 
fou~ thing.s to which a personnel officer should direct his 
attention •. 
n I.. Are the.r.e. now in the employ of the .companyr 
persons who could be profitably transferred 
or promot.ed t.o fill. exi.s:f.ing vacancies. 
2. Is a syatemati.c record being maintained o.f 
. 
the quality of applicants furnished by various 
sources.. 
3. If new groups are to be hi.red, such as older 
women or alder men, have the. ne.c.es.s.ary ad-
j.u.stments. heen made in operations and facilities 
to accomodate them. 
4. Has suf.fi"a.ient. a:tten.t.ion been devo,ted. by the 
. 
ente;rpriae. to its pub~ic relations ... u6 
Bearing these items, in mind, the personnel offi.cer, by util.i.z~ 
ing the various s.ourcea o:f labor, should be able to meet the 
requiremen~s Df the enterprise. 
The use of the employm.en.t interviews is considered. 
19. 
standard practice and is perh~ps the most. common t.ecbnique used 
in the employment pr6cess. The initial or employment .intervi.ew 
re~ays ·to. the interviewer a good indication of the applicant's 
suitability to the company's requirements.The objectives of the 
employment interview are the fo~lowing: 
111. To secure information from. the interviewee 
which will he~p evaluate his fitness to perform 
the work for which he is being considered and to 
appraise his appearance, temperament, attitude 
and other such aspects of his personality as are 
deemed pertinent. 
2. To give the applicant accurate and sufficiently 
. 
detailed facts about the job,and the company type 
of work, rate of pay, hours to enable him to decide 
whether the terms are satisfactory. 
3. To serve as an instrument of good will regardless 
of whether or not actual employment takes pl.ac.e. !'7 
11 The fine art of evaluating the qualificat.ions of a human being 
' 
will always require a high degree of judgement. 118 The interviewer 
should strive to be as objective as possible when evaluating the 
I 
employees qua~ifications.. He should not allow his personal-
feeling towar~ the. app~i~ant. to influence his evaluation o~ 
the app~icant. 1 s qualifications .• 
20. 
The preliminary interview, combined with informat.i.on 
supplied on the employment appli cat io:n ~ov:ide.s .. the u.s.ual basi.s 
for the selection or rejection of the individual.. The applicant's 
educational backgroun~ and previous employment record,which 
.. 
appear on the employment application~ aid the int.erviewer in 
determining the applicant 1 s acc-eptability. Companies, which are 
relatively small ,usua~ly base their sele.ction of the individual, 
sole~y,on his past record and his interview performance. Many 
' ' 
enterprises administer tests to determine more conclusively 
the general aptitude or the special skills possessed by the 
applicant. Generally.large companies employ tests more frequently 
. ' ' . 
than smaller companies, due to the fact that they maintain a 
large· personnel staff and extensive testing facilities. The cost 
of maintenance of a large staff and extensive testing facilities 
is usually prohibitive for a smaller organization. In many in-
stances11an applicant must undergo a physical examination in order 
. . i 
. ' . 
to determine his fi.tness for a task. This requirement may be due 
either to the fact that the task is st;r>enuous';,or that the company 
~ 
is attempting to reduce time lost,due to sickness,by hiring only 
. 
' 
healthy workers. The selection of an individual for employment 
is based on a number of factors, primary among which are his 
; 
adaptability and aptitude to perform the required task. 
The placement of an individual is undertaken after the 
selection is completed. Most companies select individuals on the 
basi.s of a spec.ific job vacancy. The se~e.crti-on proce.s.s i.s 
designe,d. .s,a as t.o, de.termine the. appll.cant-' a suitabil.i-t.y i'o.r 
a spec.if'i.c posit.ion •. Therefore., when a person is sel.e.c:t.ed 
for employm~nt·he is placed in the position for which be 
was selected. 
21. 
22. 
OHAPTER IV 
TRAINING OF WORKERS 
The training of workers for positions in industry 
is an important aspect of to~day's industrial society. The 
employees of a given firm must be educated in the tasks they 
are to perform, in order that they may be able.to perform 
them efficiently. The educat.ion of workers must be a con-
tinuous process,in which the workers are instructed in the 
performance of their task, and kept abreast of the improve-
ments in the methods of performing their job. 
The purpose of t~aining is to develop a skilled 
work for~ which is acquainted with the objectives of manage-
ment; and which will strive towards an objective which is con-
sistent with the objective of management .. 'The purpose is to 
educate the worker in a specific skill, and develop attitudes 
in him which will aid management and the worker in attaining 
their objectives. ttTraining's aim is to build continuously . 
and systematically to the maximum degree, and in the proper 
proportion; that knowledge and those skills and attitudes 
which contribute to the welfare of the company and of the 
employee. 11 9 Therefore, the foreman and others who have a 
part in the training of the worker must, in addition to their 
knowledge of a specific job, have a knowledge of the object-
ives of the company. In the situation where there is a formal 
training program in a company, the instructor must bear in 
mind that he is not only seeking to fo~ter job skills but also 
to develop in the worker an attitude which is consonant with 
company objectives. 
.24. 
The task of educating the worker for a posi.tion 
in an industrial complex may be performed by either of 
two methods,; formal. in-plant training during whi.ch the 
employee is instru.cted by a foreman~ supervisor or same 
other representative of ~anagement,and informal training 
in which the employee obtains his-knowledge of his task 
fr.om his co-~orkers. 
A formal. training program is one in which the new 
employee is instructed in the methods of· performing his 
assigned task by a representative of managementtprior to the 
time he is placed on a job. The formal training of the employee 
may consist of lectures, demonstrations,a~d training films 
designed to acquaint him with his task. Many cfumpanies, 
~specially those which require a high degree of skill of their 
employees,usually maintain elaborate training programs and 
training faciliti~s~ This is true particularly in the case 
of such companies as International Business Machines,Burroughs, 
or the American Telephone and Telegraph Company which require 
a high degree of skill in employees who are dealing with. in-
tricate tasks .• These companies employ a traiE:ing program which 
. 
is extensive in its coverage. They generally maintain a train-
ing department which has its own facilitLes~such ~sa class-
room, sample equipment, training film~ and demonstrator modele, 
in order to supplem~nt a formal. lecture or discussion. Other · 
companies make use0 fother tools. such as: 
1~1. Public vocational school. t.raining or refresher 
courses arranged by the training director in co-
operati.on wi:th scho,ol. authorities. 
2. Apprentice tr~ining during which the worker is 
instructed by a m~ster in_ the trade 
3. Vestibule. training. us.e~ when, large. numbers of. 
worke.rs. mus:t be trained qui.ckl.y. I.t is also helpful 
as a preliminary to an on the job training. 1110 
Formal training programs are ext.ens.i vel.y used by companies .in 
-
connection. with managerial and supervisory p.e.rsonnel. .. Recent 
coll.ege graduates, who are hired by a large company, may find 
themselves placed in a formal. executive training program. Forem~n 
' 
and other supervisory personnel are frequently instructed. in changes 
in operating procedure~ and th~ human relations aspect of super-
vision through this· method of. training. In the organization of a 
formal 1;.raining program,. a firm should exercise qaution in the 
selection of' training personnel., and se.lect only those who are 
~dequatel.y versed in a ·subject and capable of imparting their 
knowledge of the subject. urn hiring of a training di.rec.tor, 
emphasis should be placed on his knowledge of training, learning, 
and teaching. ~:11 The matter, in which the teacher sholl.Id be 
thoroughly yer;ed, 1~ the skill. necessary t'o perform the given task. 
A companyjwhich has decided to ·employ a formal training 
program~encounters the problem of. how to teach new employees. It 
must decide whether to employ either the lec.ture, demonstration 
or participation method~or a combination of the three methods~. 
. . 
The method the company selects will be determined by the job s~ill 
to be learned,. and the degree o·f skill required to perform the 
task. 
Human relations factors occupy a prominent p~sition 
in training workers for a particular task. Workers bring with 
them, in the form of their ideas and concepts~ obstacles to 
the learning of a new skill~ and to the performance of a new 
task. 12 These obstacles may be removed by making effective 
use· of human relations techniques. Series of tests have shown 
that people perform ~etter when they feel accepted and secure.13 
·people who feel insecure or. rejected,either by their teacher or 
group, are less apt to perform to the beat of their abilities. 
Therefore, the attitude of the trainer has an effect on the 
success of the training. One of the aims of the trainer should 
be to act in such a way that the trainees will feel accepted 
and ~ecure. 
Many companies train the new employee by having his 
co-workers educate him in the performance of his.task. This in-
formal, on the job training may aeteivher a substitute for; or 
a supplement to, formal traini~g. The importance of informal 
training is evidenced by the fact th~t it is·the new employee's 
co-workers who determine his behavior on the job. uinformal on 
26. 
the job training by a new wor~er's supervisor and co-workers is 
universal. As the novice associates with the supervisor and more 
experienced co-workers, they show him how to conform to the custom-
ary behavior involved in his job~ and how to correct his own 
mistakes (i.e. apply sanctions to his violations of these customs.) 1114 
11 Employee work groups have customs qite different from those of 
employers. Therefore, even if the new worker has first been 
subjected to his employer's formal training and his supervisor's 
informal 
~ 
training_, he tends to conform, to hi.s , co-workers cu.s,toma 
rather than those of' his employer or supervisor.ul5 The. 
group1s inf1uen.c.e.1 on the aet.ions ·of the ne'\f employee, is due 
to the soci,al<ointeraet.i.on o.f the group .. If the no.v.Lce do.es 
not conform to the group 1 s standards of' behavior, he inc.urs 
the group's censure • The importance,of group.inf~uence 
~ 
up.an the new worker,should not be slighted. Management should 
seek to promat~ in the work force,an attitude which is com-
patible with management's objectives. 
because: 
' Many training programs .fail to achieve their .objectives 
111. They don't extend to all employees and ~11 
management 
2. They 'limit the scope of training to one 
or a few areas of training. 
3. There is a tendency to over emphasize 
technical skills 
4. They do not accept responsibility for 
perpetual an4 systematic improvement of 
employees. u 16 
The per~onne.l-director must decide which type of 
. 
training;and which method of instruction will. best prepare 
the workers for the.ir tasks.. He should. supervise the train-
,, 
ing of the new. worker b,y periodically checking the trainees 
progress. Progress reports,on the trainee,aid in determining 
whether or not the employee has the aptitude to per~orm the 
of 
task. They also aid in determining the effectiveness criteria 
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upon which selecti.on of an employee. i-s based·. 
A well trained. work force is an essent.ial ingredi.ent. 
in the succ.e.ssful. operation of an enterprise.. The resul.ts of 
a succ~asful training program are evidenced by a reduction. of 
waste and spoilage, labor and supervisory costs,_,main.tenanc.e , 
and accidents. Increased output and higher quality are further 
results of a successful training program. 
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GHAPTER V. 
EMPLOYEE RATING AND PROMOTIONS 
t 
The appraisal or evaluation o~ a worker's per-
fo.r.manc.e is a necessary part o.J:. building an e~fec.tive work 
~orce. Performan.ce appraisal is a requi..Site for suece.ssf.ul. 
management, because it indicates to the personneL adminis-
trato.r how well the sele.ct.ed employee i.s progre.ss.ing in his 
present task;and eonsequently;how successfu~ the placement. 
of that particuLar empl.oyee was. This assessment, o~ personnel 
performance,enab~es the administrator to pursue his ini~~l. 
action of hiring and p~acing the employee,. and serves as an 
excell.ent. guide. for promotion .. 
acquire 
Employees are evaul~ted,in order that management may 
Ill. 
., 
Complete i~ormation on the employees 
~· 
perf.ormance 
2. Uniform standards of judgement which vrill be 
used as a basis for promotion 
3. A knowledge of al~ employees 
4. Keeps the employees informed as'to how they 
tl 
are doing .17 
Performance appraisals are usual.ly made at frequent 
i intervals by the employees supervisor. The choice o~ the 
supervisor,.as the evaluator_.;is prudent because he has the best 
. --,! 
knowl.edge of the employees performance and the employee~ tas~; 
Hence the opinion of the supervisor has an important part. in 
. 
the _rating process. Supervisory opinion is essentially a sub-' 
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jective~.rather than an objective judgement.. It is a statement 
of how the perfo~mance o~ the employee appears to the rater. 
Attempts have been made, in rating systems, to make the possible 
rating choices as objective aa posaible;buL.tha subjective 
observation of the rater cannot be entirely eliminated. The 
rating pl.ans avai~abl.e to industry are map.y and, varie.d. The 
best are those that are tall.ored for a given ai;tuation. 
. '• 
TEe. -'r§'a':C.t!&n o:f employee . .s to the appr_ai.sal. of their 
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performance may, a.t ~irst~ b.e hostile. Employees may resist 
t:Q.~ intr.o.duct.io.n of a m.eri t· rating plan in fear of it.a 
possible cqn~equenees,. or bee.ause they resent an intrus.i.on 
upon their status.. In. order to .. introduce a per.formance 
appraisal plan., a personnel admini.strator must explain to 
the empl..oyees the purpose of the plan, the method employed,, 
and how the resu~ts are utilized. He should inform them that 
their. perfor~anc~ evaluation will have. an effect upon their 
wages, and upon their chances for promot.i.on. When they realize 
that this evaluation will offer them an opportunity to improve 
their situation,.they will be more inclined to accept it and 
even to aid in its administration. 
·Follow-up inte.rviews are o.ften held after the per-
-
formance appraisal. In the.se consultations; the personne.l 
administrator will usually explain to the worker his rating 
and his deficiencies·. He will. attempt to aid the worker in 
the correction of the latter,so as to attain maximum efficiency. 
The abilityievidenced by an employee in his perform-
ance appraisa~1 has a great significance in regard to his pro-
motion. Seniority plays the all ~mportant rola~in determining 
promotions, in most unioni.zed and many non-union .ent.e.rprises,. 
However, the importance of ability as evidenced by employee 
performance apprai.sa.l..s is becoming. a .more significant fa..ot.or .. 
In the case o.f 11al:L this hei.ng equal~ including seniori.ty, 
the promoti,an will b.e awarded to the. employee who has the 
, 
better appraisal or evaluation record. 
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CHAPTER VI 
. . 
MAINTENANCE OF TEE WOBK FORCE 
. 
TRANSFER,. DOlVNGRADING,.AND DISCHARGE 
.. . .. ~ 
LAYOFF:AND DISCIPLINE 
t 
The transfer o-f employees; within an o_rgani~atian·,, 
is a method .u.sed to. p~ace individuals in a posit.ion,.. where. 
they can best utili.z.e their c.apabil.i ti.es for their bene.fci.:t and 
the. benefit of the firm. 'Its purpose ia- to 11 pl.a.,e.e employees 
in positions where they will get the. greatest job- sa.ti.si'acti.qn., 
18 
and contribute their be.st ei'fort.s to the organizat.ion .. 11 The 
policies fo~lowed by an industrial enterpriae,in regard to 
transfers, shau;td b.e as definite and clear cut as po.ssible .• 
11A .sound placement sys.tem will often reduce the need for 
transfers; but some. need still exi.sts. ttl9 
11 A systematic transfer p.o.l.icy is ne.ed.ed ta get 
... 
20 
uniformity of treatment throughout the organization. 1~ The 
establishment of a transf~r policy should center around the 
following p.oint.s. 
"1. The circumstances under which the transfers 
.. 
are made 
2. The responsibility for initiating and 
approving transfers 
3. Jobs to which transfers will be made, as 
shown by job description and analysis 
4. The area or unit over which transfer will 
take place 
5. The basis for transfers when :two or more 
persons desire transfer to the same job 
or shif.t 
6. The rate of pay to be received by the 
transferee on the job to which he is 
transferred.u 21 
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These points. outline a definite,_ syst.ematic plam t.o. be f'ol.low~d 
in the enactment. of a trans.t_er policy. sucm. a. p.o~i.cy greatly 
reduces any fricti.an that might, aecur am.ong employees over 
matters pertaining to trans.fers, because it provides for uniform 
act.ion in reg~r,d. to trans.fe.r .. 
There. are ·five basic types o:f transfers: producti.on 
transfers,. repl.a.c.ement. transfers, shift transfers.,_ versatility 
transfer~, and rem~dial trans~ers. These basic types of transfers 
frequently overlap each other.22 
The personneL administrator has the dutY,.and the obliga-
tion,, to adhe.re stric.tl,y to the ppl.i.c.ies st,1.pul.ated by the company 
pertaining to transfer. His duty i.s to advise the members of 
. 
the ~ine function on company policytrelevant to the transfer 
of employees. 
The do~grading of employees is a delicate situation. 
' . 
Down grading usually occurs in a situation. in which the firm 
. 
is reducing operations,,and there .is a corresponding necessity 
for reducing the work force. The purpose of down-grading is to 
retain the .services of the highly skilled employees.,who are 
usually those with the longest service re.cords. In order to 
maintain a skilled work fore~ managemen~ will. down-grade the 
highly skilled workers to a lower skilled., l.ower paying job. 
The less skilled and less experienced employees, usually the 
nswe~ wo~kers,will be laid off a.s a resul~ of the down-grading. 
The basis ;on which the.se more skillful and experienced .employees 
may 11 bump.11 their less skilled associates,.,must be determined 
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definitely. Usually, seniority is that basis. The pol.i.e.y 
followed by a company in regard to down-grading will. depend 
to a great extent on its policies concerning a reduced work 
week. Company policy pertaining to down grading should be 
definitetand clearly' formulated. 
The.policy an ent~rprise follows in regard to 
layoffs., greatly affects its personnel. In certain seasonal 
industries such a.s construction, t?e building trades,. and 
others of a similar nature, temporary layoffs are expected 
and are provided for.. Permanent layoffs are of a much graver 
nature,and cause much greater discomfort to those affected. 
The basis for layoffs is usually the seniority of the indivi-
dual worker. This aspect, however, initiates the problem of 
whether or not a senior worker should be maintained. if his 
performance is inferior to that of a junior worker. The 
company must formulate a policy as to whether it will begin 
layoffs immediately1or reduce its work week. It must determine 
the basis of layoffs. The main objective of the personnel 
administrator should be t.o clarify a layoff policy,\ which has 
been. definitely approved by top management .• 
The formulation of ~ dis~iplinary policy is of 
primary importance to management. The majori~y of workers,in 
a given enterprise,.do not require disc'iplinary action. However, 
since certain individuals within an organization do r.equire 
some such action,management must formulate a disciplin~ry 
policy. The aims Qf the policy are !~:1. to provide the frame-
wo.rk within which self-discipline can devel.op and 2. to take 
prompt acti.on against the unruly minority." 2.3 Management 
shoul.d. seek t.o i'ormulate reasonable rule.s o:.f conduct :.for its 
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employees, and reasonable reprimands for disabedi.enc.e to the 
rules. In. many jjn'stances,, a progressi:ve series of di . sciplinas. 
is formulated. to coincide with the oi'fenaes of the employaa. 
The rules governing conduct of employees should be communicated 
to the employees, as cJ.earJ..y as possible .. There ~hould.,also;be 
a procedure by which management and the worker may discuss 
the subj.ect of a certain type of disc1p.line1and arrive at a 
solution. First and foremost, discipline should be constructive 
rather than destruc~ive. Discharge of an employe~ for reasons 
oii misconduct; should be the last resort."'and the last alterna-
tive of management. A well. formulated. and well executed dis-
ciplinary policy should alleviate the need for discbarge,in 
all but extreme cases. 
The situation faced by an open shop varies greatly 
11i'i''bm that faced by a unionized company. A non:-unioni.zed con-
cern has an alm.ost free reign in determining the policies it 
follows· in regard to discipline. A company dealing with a 
union, on the other hand~ has less freedom in formulating its 
policies. The manner~in which discipline is to be ei'fecte~must 
be submitted to union-management negotiation. The outcome~of 
.these negotiation~,determinethe disciplinary policies of the 
. . 
unionized concern. 
' . 
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OHAFTER VII:~ 
. . 
WAGE: POLICIES 
. 
.1 •. WAGE POLICIES. 
METHOD OF PAYMENT 
- . 
HOURS OF WORK AND SHIFTS 
.39. 
The wage pol.ic.y which a non-uni.on. i'irm adheres. to.,. 
contrary to popu~ar bel.ief, is. nat a re..sul t oi' a c.ompe.titive 
labor market. "Only in theory does the 11 c.ompe.tit.ive labor 
. 
market u provide an. al terna ti ve to c.ollecti ve bargaining .. 11 24 
Labor is handi.capped .by a basic immobUi.ty. It cannot move 
forward when it desires because there are often no jobs tD 
which to move. Labor ·often will n.ot relo.cate oi' its own vo-
. 
lition, if changing jobs would ne.cessitate the severing of 
certain emotional ties;such as friends and family. Therefore, 
the wage policy followed. by non-union enterprise will not be 
determined by the free c.ompetition of a labor market .. 
The wage policy propagated by a non-union·firm will 
depend, generally, upon the position of the industry in which 
the enterprise is engaged,and the relative position of tne 
firm within that industry. Management views wages as a cost 
factor which, if allowed free reign, could severely limit 
management., s competitive position in the, industry. Management 
will estimate its costsiboth short and long run~for the future 
and obtain a thorough evaluation of its cost situatio~. The 
future sales of the organization will then be estimated, on 
the basis of the trend of past and present sales volume~ The 
enterprise will analyze its f'inancial situation, especially it~r. 
debts .• Federal. laws regarding minimum wagee,, and the wages 
' . 
offered by competitors will inf.luence it'S decision. T.hese 
factors will serve as a basis·for the formulation o~ a policy 
regarding the general level of wage rates. The four major con-
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siderati,ons which affect. the det.ermination and change in a 
firms general .level of wages are: 
"1. Wages paid for comparable work by other 
firms in the labor market. 
2. The financial condition of the firm 
3.. The cost of living 
4. Governmental regulations such as 
minimum wage la we. u 25 
Thes.e factors would af.fect union· and non-union plants alike. 
The wage policy established by a unionized firm 
will differ somewhat from that of a non-union firm, due to 
the intercession of the union. The general determinants of 
wage policy in a union firm will be similar to those stated 
previously. Union and man~gement will attempt to negotiate 
a wage rate which falls within a given wage range;which 
management is capable of paying. 
After the firm has established a definite wage range, 
it must relate the jobs within the firm to their proper 
position on the wage seale. 11 The relationship of wages and 
salarie"s paid on different jobs within the firm is st.i.ll more 
important for good personnel relations. 11 26:che rel.at.ion of 
wages to jobs within the firm, if it is not proper ana just, 
will be a source of strife to the firm as long as the inequi-
ties exist .. 
The method of payment employed by a particular firm 
depends greatly upon the nature of the operations performed 
by the firm. uMethods o.f wage and salary payment tal.l. into 
two basi.c groups: 1.... payment on the bas.is · of time. by the 
hour, day, week, month or year; and 2. payment on.tha basis 
of output. by the price, or by the time. spent in completing 
a piece or un1.t.u27 
Payment on the basis of time i~ common among 
salari.ed workers,.who. comprise the executive segment .. of the 
firm,and also upon production workers. The time baais,of 
payment, is~ gene.rally use<i in an instance where the worker 
h~s 11 ttle or no control over the speed. o.f the process .. 
Thls is usuall.y the case in a situation where the degree of 
mechanization is high. 
Piece wprk, payment on the basis of output~ is 
prevalent mainl.y in instances in which the worker controls 
to a fairly high degree the quality and quantity output of 
the process. various types of in~entive plans have been 
devised for remuneration of workers under this type of wage 
system. 
The hours of work and.the shifts to be worked are 
arrived at by management,on the basis of the needs. of the 
enterprise. Ce.rtain processes"in. the produc.tion of an item, 
may require irregular or odd hours in order to be c.ompleted. 
At other times extra hours may be required to complete a 
given process or produc.t. I.f produc.ti.on is. running behind 
schedule,with a large backlog of unfilled orders~or if sales 
volume is expanding at an unusually fast rate, the company 
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may go on a shift operation. The exact hours and shi~ts tQ 
be worked are determined by the nature .of the production 
process, and the demands p~aced on exi.sting capacity. 
Wage policies, hours of work and shifta and. 
methods of payment, will be det.e.rmined by the needs and 
pecu~iari t.ie.s of the indi vi.dual. company. 'Where the presence 
of unionism is felt in a company., the company and the union 
have to agree on the above mentioned points. 
CHAPTER VIII. 
EMELOY.EE SERVICES AND PROGRAMS 
1.. SERVICES 
2. EMPLOYEE HEALTH AND SAFETY 
. . . 
3. EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION IN 
PRODUCTION PROBLEMS 
43. 
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The quest.ion of empl.oyee services, extended by 
management to the employee~have been the subjeet of ~xtensive 
debate. Certain aerv1ces ar.e required by law, au.eh .. as .. c.on:-
tribu.tiona to Federal Insurance Programs. Some managements 
adhere to the paternalistic view that the company should a.ct 
as the guardian to i.t.s family of workers .. Other managem.ent.s 
adhere to the idea that.they should do no more for the employee 
than is required by law. Whatever school of thought an enter-
prise follows,depends to a great extent upon its financial 
' 
position and upon the attitude o~ its management • 
.Services,., that are offered by an enterpri.se, range in 
scope ,from health and safety programs. covering employees, to 
programs which aid the employee with family problems. The two 
basic concepts of the extension of services to employees are 
these: 
111. Employee services can properly and usefully 
be offered by management only in a sound mutu~l 
relationship. 
2. Services will weaken employees if organized 
as handouts.n28 
~ 
Management should bear in mind these points;. when deciding 
whether or not to organize a program of services for its 
employees. 
Health and. safety factors should. be a prim·ary con ... 
cern to management.. 11 The most general po~icy is top manage-
-
ment 1 s broad objective that the plant shall be a safe and 
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sanitary pl.ace to work. The po~ic.y is based, on the principle 
that,, since management provides the plant and the work.,. 1n 
order to make a pro~iL, it is committed to do eve~ything 
within reason to protect employees from the risk~ inhe~an~ 
in group living under industrial condixions and the kinds of 
fr 
work offered." 29 The ent.erp;rise should seek. t.o. promote. 
health and safety in its work force by educating its workers 
' l 
. and stressing preventive safety measures. Mast enterprises. 
' 
especially those employing a large numbe.r of people., have 
facilities for first aid or medical activities on the premises. 
A safety director is employed in many enterprisesfin. order to 
educate the workers in predautionary measures and to inspect , 
equipment, materials and operations in regard to their safety 
aspects. The extent to which a firm engages in health and 
safety services~depends on the attitude of managem~nt. 
Employee participation in the problems of the enter-
prise has grown immensely in recent years. More and more 
managements have arrived at the conclusi.on that the person 
' 
who knows a task best,.is the per~onM·: who performs it. In 
acc.ord with this line of r~B;:soningi numerous employ,ee .suggestion· 
I l 
mechanisms have been davised. Methods of employees participation 
.. . 
include: the simple suggestion system; a joint-suggestion 
committee composed of representatives of labor and management; 
and union and management committees for improvement of the 
enterprise. The matter and problems that se·ek s.olution through 
employee participation, as well as the limits of employee 
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participa,tions, Bhould be cl~arly de~ined. by management~ 
Through·coep~~~i&fi of lab~r and management, the objectives 
of the enterprise may best be served. 
i 
PART.r III 
THE NEW ENGLAND TEXTILE INDUSTRY IN FALL RIVER 
48. 
CHAPTER IX 
. . 
THE TEXT.J;LE INDUSTRY 
IN 
THE NEW ENGLAND AND THE FALL RIVER AREAS 
The te,xtile industry in the United Sta.tes. wa.s weJ..l 
on its way to bec.oming an established industry, by the. latt.er 
part o~ the eighteenth century. In. the late seventean hunareds 
(1700's), the industry began to emerge as.a great employer and 
a great manufacturing power. The owners of the text.iLe mills 
o~ this period were mainly wealthy New Englanders,who had 
1 
made vast fortunes in shipping. By pooling their financial 
resource~,these men were able to f~nance the establishment 
and operations of the. mill.s. 
The New Eng~and area was chosen as the site for 
the majority of the textile mills for two major reasons: it 
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was blessed with an a.bundance of streams; and it contained a 
major proportion of the immigrant population. The early textile 
mills relied almost ent~rely on wate~,to supply the power to 
operate the textile machinery. The bulk of the country's ~~~~ 
tion was concentrated in the•New England area. These peti~lef~~~m 
the farms and cities of New England~provided an ample source 
of labor for the textile mills. A third reason for the estab-
lishing of the textile industry in New England existed in the 
proximity of New England to the sea. This area possessed a long, 
irregular. shoreline, which provided numerous natural h~rbors 
and anchorages. It appeared as a natural location for the mill~ 
due to its fine natural harbors, extensive seacoast,,and its 
proximity to Europe. The wares produced in the textile mills 
of New England could be transported easily. and inexpensively 
to the nearby ports. The finished goods, placed on ship$ in 
New England,would then be exported to the vast European 
market. 
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Throughout. the lat·dJ.e:> eighteenth and early nine,teep.th 
century, the textile industry expanded,, until it reached its 
. . . 
peak in the early twentieth century. Textile man~acturing, 
for over one hundred years, was the major occupati.on of the 
New England worker. At times, the textile industry employed 
more than thirty per cent (30%) of the area's non-agricultural 
work force. The textile industry as .of 1957 employed one 
, I ~ 
hundred forty-four thousand (144,000) worke.rs. Thia total:, 
although it is impr.essive~cannot compare with the employment 
of the industry at its peak. 
The New England textile industry has been through a 
trying ordeal. Due to the low wage rates in·the south, southern 
textile manufacturers were able to offer their northern counter-
parts severe competition. nin 1850 the average wage in New 
England textile mills was twenty-three dollars ($23) per month; 
. 
in competing southern mills the average wage was twelve dollars 
( $12) per month. 1~31 The westward migration of' the 1880's de-
-prived the New England textile industry of' vast numbers of ex-
perienced workers. As a result of' the ensuing labor shortage, 
women and children were induced to seek employment in the mi~ls. 
Still lacking a sufficient number of' workers, textile management 
and its agents sought labor from a new source:the working men 
of Europe. Immigrants had worked in the mills from the beginning, 
and by the middle of the nineteenth century they provided the 
chie.f sour.ce of ~abor ~or the textile mill.a. n32 The further 
introduction o~ immigrants into tha industry in the.1880 1 s, 
tended to area te a... su.rpl.us labor market... Abl.e to tak:.e ad van-
tage. o.f the exc.ess au.pply of labor, and in an .. effort. to. meet. 
competiti.on, mill owners exploi.ted the workers by iowering 
wages, increas.ing hours,and imposing poor working conditions~ 
. 
The New England textile industry is beset by problems, 
at present. The· hone market for its products has been reduced. 
' , 
by imports from Eurppe and the Orient. The foreign marke\ 
for its products, is diminishing rapidly. Export.a of textiles 
have declLned ~teadily in past years. The main reason given 
for the de.cline o~ the industry has been a combination of two 
' 
factors; rising costs of production and diminishing produc-
tivity per employeee nit is widely recognized that if the 
American Textile Industry is to remain valuable, there must 
be a rapid improvement in productioniwith consequent reductions 
in labor cost, stil+ the most important cost items in the pro-
duction of fibers and cloth. 1133 The competition the New England 
textile industry faces from its southern counter-part,is only 
slightly less severe than foreign competition. 11 We ~ind that 
the major explanation of New England 1 s decline in textiles is 
the large ~i.fferent~al between wage costs here and those in 
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the south. u34 Some people blame ltni..ons f0r rising c.os.ts, because 
the unions have sought to increase }'/ages and benei'it.s. Although 
textile unions have. induced wage increases, gains in this in-
dustry have no~ kept pace with gains in other industries. Regard-
less of the influence of t.he union, textile manufacturers must 
increase wages,in order to compete with other employers 
for the available labor. 
The ef~ect of the problems encountered by the 
textile industry has mani~ested. itsel~ quite clearly to the 
workers. The decline of the textile manufacturing industr~.in 
the New England area,has been accompanied by a corresponding 
decline in textile ·employment. Many people who knew only the 
textile industry as means of sustenance,were released from 
their jobs and placed in the labor markete The effect o~ the 
displac~ment,of the textile workers, is a large increase in 
unemployment in the immediate geographical area. The displaced 
persons usually possess no trade or skill,other than their 
knowledge of textiles. As a result, if there are.no similar 
jobs available~.they encounter great difficulty in securing 
employment. It is expected that the increase in unemployment 
a~ong textile workers will continue in greater proportion. 35 
The statistical history of textile employment in New England 
is as follows: 
TABLE I TEXTILE EMPLOYMENT IN NEW ENGLAND 
(In ooo's) 
1850 
1880 
1900 
19I4 
1929 
1939 
1947 
l950 
1954 
1957 
1962 
85 
2I8 
286 
375 
3I7 
244 
249 
268 
I76 
I44 
I08 
36 B. 
36 c 
36 A 
The textile industry in the Fall River area 
follows a pattern similar to the industry in New England. 
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Fall River, during the latter ninet.eenth and. early twent.ieth 
centuries., was the t.ext.Ue manu.factur.ing center of the United 
States. Immigrants were encouraged..,. to ent.e.r the coun,try t.o. 
find employment;in the mills of RalLRiver. A major propor-
tion o£ the nori-agrieu~tural empl~yees of the area. were 
empl,oyed in. th.e textile mill.s .• As. l.a..te. as 1953., thirty-nine 
pe.rcent 39% of the labor force was empl;ayed .in the manufacture 
of textiles.37 
The rising costs of production and. labor and severe 
. ,, 
competition initiated the foreclosure or reduced operati.ons 
of many o.f the area's mills. As a resul.t large numb.ers of 
' , .. 
textile workers were deprived of their jobs. The labor market, 
which they were forced to enter,greeted them with little 
promise. Due to the lack of diversification of industry in the 
. 
area 1.j ob opportunities were scarce. The unemployed textile 
workers were forced either to seek jobs elsewhere, register 
for unemployment comp~nsation while it lasted, or take inferior 
jobs at lower wages. 
TEXTILE EMELOYMENT IN MASS.. 1947-1957 
PROJECTION TO 1970 
In T-housands 
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1970 
SOURCE:: U.S. Dept. of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics 
for 1947-1957 Data 
CHAPTER X 
DEPRESSED AREAS 
55. 
Chroni.c unemployment and /or underempLoyment h,a ve. 
recently. gained. national. prominenc.e with the int-roduction 
' 
into Congress. a~ the Area Redevelopment Act* This ac.L was 
sponsored by :President Kennedy, in orde.r tro. aid the ec.onomic 
revival or rede..v..el..opment of economically deprea.sed areas .. 
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People in a g~ven are.a,some.times fail. t.o rec.ogni.ze the ecci-
nomic defi.c.i.ency o.f the.ir geographi.cal. lo.cati.ons .• In an attempt 
to, remedy these d.efects, with the pas.sage. of the A~ea Re.d.evel.op-
ment Act, the. problem of local chroni,c unemployment or under-
employment ha.s gained nationwide at.tenti.on .. 
"In the midst o.f the greatest prosperity we have ever 
known, many localities have been suffering from chronic unem-
ployment. "38 We,, who. live in the New England area; are mast 
keenly aware of t:t:te unempl.oyment problema in .our own locale. 
we hear of the unemployment or underemployment in our Massachusetts 
cities of Fall River and New Bedford, the Lowell Areafand the 
Haverh.ill-Lawrence area. Numerous other 1ocal.ities,thr6ughout 
-
the United States,are also experiencing chronic unemployment. 
On the eastern seaboard Providence, Pawtucket,and Atlantic 
City are among the mo.st depressed. Mayagul.y, Ponce,and San Juan 
in :Puerto Rico have been desigtlated as major areas containing 
a persistent labor surplus. In Pennsylvania, the coal mining 
areas comprising the cit.iea of Al.toona, Erie, Johna.town~ 
Pittsburgh,, S.cranton., Wilke.s~Barre ,and HazeLton along with 
similar areas in Charleston, Huntington, Ashland,and Wheeling 
in West Virginia h$ve been designated major areas of chronic un-
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empleym.ent. In the mid-west. the ai.ti.es- of' Evanavill.e.,. Indiana 
and Detroit and Fl.int .. ,Mi.chigan have (al.len within the . .ca:t.egqry. 
Numerous other areas of serious unempl.oyment range.,from the 
southern and midwestern states,to Alaska. "Chronic unemployment 
threatens our external security, both because it mars our posture 
.and because it prevents u.a. from realizing_ our full strength. 11~9 . 
That unemployment is a ~hreat to our external ~.ecuri ty, is clear-
ly seen from the economi.~ and. social effects it produces. Chronic 
unemployment deprives a man of the opportunityof sell.ing his 
services1and in most instances reduces his standard of living. 
In many.circumstances,it is a major cause of loss of initiative· 
on the part of an individual. Because of the undesirable 
effects of constant unemployment, it is clearly a national 
problem which must certainly be remedied;.if the "depressed areas" 
are to revive economically. 
Federal legislation dealing with. depressed areas has 
-been in process since atout 1955. "In 1955 the Sub-committee. , 
to Investigate. Unemployment of the Senate Committee on Labor 
. 
and Public Welfare, conducted hearings on the cause of unemploy-
ment in the coal and other domestic industries. 11 40 The facts, 
gathered by thd:.s committee, evidence.d the. need for ec.onomic aid 
. 
to these areas. Sen& Paul Douglas, of' Illinois, introduced a 
~.~Depressed Areas Act" to the eighty-fourth Congress in 1956 that 
-proposed the establishment of a Depressed Areas Administration. 
The "Area Assistance Act of 1956 11 , proposed by sen. Smith of 
~ 
New Jersey, and the 11Area Redevelopment Act", a revision of the 
sa. 
Doug~as bill.,. were also submitted. to the eighty-fo:urtl:). congre.s.s ... 
The result of these bills was the recognition that uthe.fede~a~ 
government shou~d play a definite part. in tha soLuti~ o~ these 
I 
problems .. Ho:we.ver, the need for ~ocal initiative wa.s ~ec.ognized .. u41 
There is no strict de£inLtion for a depressed. area. 
It is classified as. such, mai~y, be.cauae of the perc~ntage of 
' 
unempLoyment in t:Q.e labor force. Other fac.ts; that. enter int.o 
the designq~.tion as. a depress.e.d aretj!. ,are the. state of industrial-
izat~on, or technological developmen\ and the persistence of 
the unemployment or under-employment·. Further determinants of 
-
a depressed area are the educational backgr.ounds and the tech-
nical skills possessed by the populace,a~ well as wage lev,els 
o~ those who are employed~ 
"Chronic localized depression is rarely due to a single 
.. 
., 
cause. "42 Economic depression is the result of a numbe.r of 
J 
r,actors. Technological progress;which.has been the by-word of 
our economic system;and technological change are credited with 
being the major causes of chronic unemployment or underempl.oy-
• 
ment.. 11 Tb.e migration of industryu adds to the economic depress-
ion of a ~oc.al area. In New England, the textile industry, 
which had been a major industry for many years, moved south to 
l 
ta ke advantage of the lower labor co.s:ts.. Thi.s is one of the 
maj.or reasons why Fal~ River, New Bedford, Lowell~ Haverhill 
.1 
and. Lawrence., Massachusetts. are depreased areas. A .const.ant 
-
change or shift in demand1necesaitates a slack in a product 
and a decrease of the people employed on the product. ~'Pro­
tracted s~asonal employment is a further cause of unemploy-
ment. "43 Other factors ,,such as overemphasis on industry, 
and lack. of edu.ca:t:ton or technical. skill.s, c.ontribut.e to 
unemp~ayment.. Chronic. depression will. only be. corre.etad 
11 if new, jobs are created. ~n the communi.ty,. or. if there. i.s. 
suf.f.ic.ie.nt..migration to bring the local labor market into 
' 
balance."44 
Chronic unempl.oyment is most prevaJ..ent in. the. 
northeast section of the United.States~ but is encountered , 
also in a~omost every other region. The Western.or ~acif.ic 
coast states appear t.o have the least. unemployment .. Penn-
sylvania has the. greatest unemployment problem from a per-
centage stand point. In Massachusetts the cities of Fall 
River~ Lawrence and Lowell. have been "continuously clas.si.fied 
as area~ of substantial labor surplus~ since 1951."45 The 
,. 
necessity of federal aid to depressed ar.ec.as,. has been evidenced 
by the faet that these communiti.es have hot been able to 
remedy their si.tuations by their own efforts. Community and 
local area redevelopment programs,,which have improved_,. or 
attempted to improve the si.tuation., have not been -able to 
,.. 
effect a radical change in the chronic unemployment prevalent 
in thfi#se areas. 
The specific purpose of the Area RedevelDpment Act 
of 1961, is to provide for economic advanc.ement and .increased 
job opportunities • .Accoi'ding to sec.tion five of the Act, eco-
nomic aid would be extended not only to areas of chronic um-
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employment, but also to areas of low income and underemployment. 
Governor John A. Vplpe,of Massachusetts, testified before the 
60. 
Senate .. Sub-.C.ommi.t:t.e.e. on Banking and. C.urren.c.y as. to the naed. 
for fe.deral ai.d to. depr..e.s.sed a.rea.s.e The Hon. Mr. Vol.pe furthe.r. 
te.s.t.ifie.d his state. was attempting to all.e-u:ia:te. thi..s. problem, 
r 
and that he had propos.ed a "Commi.t tee · to Expand. Empl.oyment .. u 46 
He ·further stated that. long range planning, and co.-op.e.ration. 
between cti ti.ee and towns in an area, would aid. in regional .re-
development .• 
Chroni.c and persistent unemployment, and. unde.r•empl.oyment 
and l.ow income are a nati.onal. problem;; not ·one that can be 
confined to any one locale. Arising from a variety of causes, 
th~se problems are detrimental to not only the individua:t,. 
but the nation as a whole. 11 Unemp~?YI!lent and under-employment 
cause hardship.s to many individuals and their f'amilies ,and 
det·ract from national welfare by wasting vital resour.ces. tt47 
Federal assistance,in.the form of loans and technical advice 
. 
to stricken communities ,,is sorely needed. Appropriate action 
bY,_· the municipal and state agenc.ies, with the assistance of 
the.f'ederal government,should be successful in lessening this 
problem. 
Fall River, Massachusetts1 has been de.cl~red a depressed 
~ 
(..," area since 1951. It ha.s been experiencing c.hronic and per-
sistent unemployment .• The following statistics., pertaining to 
the textile recession of' 1951 and 1952, in the Fall River, New 
B~dford Area indicate the severity of the unemployment in this 
area: 
I. Percentage Reduction. of Spindle hours operated 
First quarter 1951 - First. quarter 1952 48 
Fall River - New Bedford 
33.!% 
2. Percentage Reduction in Employment in 
Woven Fabric Milla 
March 1951- April 1962 
Fall River - New Bedford 
Conditions in the Fall River area have steadily deteriorated. 
The Hearings on Depres.sed Areas., in. both the House. ot' Rep-
resentative and the Uni.t.ed states Senate, have repeatedly 
designated Fall River as a depressed area,because of large 
. . 
sca~e unemployment,a~d the low wage scale in the city itself 
and in surrounding areas. Gov. John Volpe of Massachusetts 
i~ his appearance before the committee on Banking and Finance 
of the United States Senate in 1961, declared Fall River to 
be a depressed area. Fall River was mentioned by Pres~dent 
Kennedy in connection with the 11.Area Redevelopment" Act of 
1961 11 when he designated it as a depressed area. The effects , 
of the unemp~oyment,in. this area,have been felt mainly by the 
textile workers and their families. 
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PART I:V 
INTERVIEWZ WITH PROMINENT MEN IN 
. . .. . . 
THE FALL RIVER TEXTILE INDUSTRY 
CHAPTER Xl: 
INTERVIEW WITH MR. WALTER ANDERSON 
PERSONNEL MANAGER 
GLOBE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
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Mr. Walter Anderson, the personnel. manager o~ 
Globe Manufacturing Company, is a man with a varied business 
background. Educated in Business Admini.stration, Mr. Anderson 
first served in a aa~es capacity for a shoe manufacturer and 
then for a large rubber company,from which he came to Globe 
Manufacturing. Mr. Anderson was primarily engaged in sales,at 
Globe. A short time later,he temporarily as.sumed the position 
of plant manager with responsibility for both production and 
personnel. He has been employed in his present position,as 
personnel manager,for about three years. 
The majority of the employment applications received 
by Glob~ are the result. of 11 word of mouth'~ related Mr. Anderson. 
People hear that Globe is a go9d; firm t·o work for, offering 
high wages and gaod.benefits,and on this basis submit their 
applications. At present,there are about four hundred persons 
on the waiting list for employment at the firm. Due to ~~~ex­
cellent reputation, the firm encounters no great difficulty in 
obtaining a sufficient number of employees. 
The main determinant in the selection of an employee 
by Globe Manufacturing Company, states the personnel manager, 
is a test administered by the local Division of Employment 
Security. Formerly,a high school education was a requirement 
for employment. At present there are no educational requirements 
. ' 
for e~ployment. However,the educational background of an appli-
cant has a significant bearing on·his ability to achieffe a satis-
~actory score in the test administered by the employment 
offi-ce. 
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The selection test attempts to measure the skil~s 
that are considered important by Globe. The examination 
measures the applicant's aptitude in regard to the following 
factors: finger de;;xteri ty, hand dexterity, motor co-o.rdina tion., 
spatial percepts, form percepts, verbalization, numerical per-
ception and clerical. perception. These tests. were deviBed by 
the Division of Employment SecuritY,,to measure the ability 
of the applicants to perform tasks in Globe and similar textile 
firms. The test factors are based on the nature of the work, 
in order to determine the applicant's ability to perform the 
work~ rather than to measure his intelligence. The factors 
are rated,and ~ person must attain a certain percentage in 
' order t,o be considered for employment. There is a strong correla-
tion between the test scores and the performance of the worker. 
Mn. Anderson stated that the employment interY1ew is 
given considerable 'weight in the selection of employees. He 
cited the example of a person who, because of having worked a 
late shift the previous night, or because of fatigueddue to 
some other reason_,was unable to score well. on the aptitude test. 
This person might have been quite successful in the interview, 
having impre.ssed Mr. Anuerson with hie ability to perform the 
task and hie desire to work for the company. The personnel 
manager related that,in such a situation,the test would not be. 
"· 
the conclusive factor in determining the person's employment. 
Rather, the various. f'act.ors o.f the interv:ie.w, the test, and 
' the,.:persons. de.sir.e for employment would be weighed accord-
ing to the. si:t.uatione 
,I 
Mr. Anderson related that an app~~cants educational 
background pJ..ays an important part in his ability t.o .sc.ore. 
w~ll on the $mployment test and his suc£ess in his job,if' 
hired.. ~pplicants, w.i th a high school background,,usually do 
far better than their counter-parts who lack an equivalent 
educatione Likewise,men who have att~nde~ technical schools 
in the armed services, or who have a skilled trade, fare 
better than men with dissimilar backgrounds •. Highly skilled 
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men,_usually, score a higher percentage in the employment testa 
than do unskilled men;and men possessing a fairly high degree 
of intelligence acore better than those of lower intelligence. 
People who have some specific goal,usually are more success-
1'ul in their t.est results and their employment, than those 
with no objective or goal. 
Glob~ is extremely selective in hiring its personnel. 
Mr. Anderson related that positions,within the firm require a 
high degree of skil~ and concentrati.on, in order to produce a 
product of ''cnnsist.ently high quality. The selectivity in 
hiring is not due to the fact that. the company is ~perating in 
a depressed economic area. Rather, the method of hiring is . 
necessitated by the qual.ity standards required in the product. 
Since quality mus:t be consistently high, Globe can afford to 
h~re only the best workers obtainable. 
Individuals are placed in the firm on the b~sis o.f 
a spec,i.fic opening or position. When an employee notifies 
Mr. Anderson of his intention to leave the firm., the I?ersonnel 
.manager will contact a person who has placed his name on.the 
waiting list. Arrangements are then made with the Division of 
. 
Employment Security to test the applicant. The results of 
the test are then submitted to the firm. On the basis of satis-
factory test scores,and a satisfact~ry interview an applicant 
is hired. The new emplo¥ee is placed on the lowest skil2ed 
job in the plant,and instructed in its performance. His suit-
ability for the type of work required of him ,is determined. 
within a period of a few days •. If he is acceptable, he is placed 
on various jobs within th~ plant,until he acquires a nominal 
knowledge of and skill in tasks other than his own. The employee 
who performs satisfactorily is then plac.ed on the task for 
which he was hired, the lowest skilled job in the plant. The 
older employees are then upgraded to fill the position that was 
vacated. This process requires about two weeks~ Therefore, the 
. 
. new employee is ~eady to assume his responsibility,at approxima~ely 
the end of the.two weeks notification period of the employee 
who is leaving .• 
· Globe Manufacturing Company is an open shop; ~herefore 
it may transfer workers from one task to another as it sees fit. 
Management customarily moves workers, from one job to anothe.r 
within the plant,in order to s.ecure a versatile and mobile work 
force;and to relieve the monotony of re~eated perform~rlces of 
' . -
the same task. This transfer of workers prevents them from 
getting bore~,and possibly inattent~ve tQ their.work,and 
a~s,o acquaints them with other tasks within the pl.ant.· 
The promotion o~ employees is dependent. upgn 
spec;tfie job openings; that is,. the vacating o.f a position 
by a senior employee ... An example of this is .. the fol.l.owing: 
A - a senior employee in a higher skilled,higher paying 
job leaves work... B - who is in the next subordinate. 
category, is upgradeato the position vacated by A. The 
people along the line move up,leaving the lowest skilled, 
lowest paying job for the new worker. 
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Supervisory personnel~ stated Mr •. And.erson, have 
been promoted to their present capacity from 11 off the floor. 11 
• < 
Globe follows the practice of promotton from within,because 
it b·elieves that this policy is in the best interes:ts of 
the firm~ due to the fact that it provides supervisory personnel 
who possess a thorough knowledge of the ~ir.m. The policy, of 
; 
promotion -from. within, increas.ea worker morale because the 
I 
workers ;r-ealiz·e that they have an opportunity to improve 
their positions. 
There is no form~1 employee appraisal system at 
. 
Globe. Employee ef~ort is measured by quantity and quality, 
,. particularly tne quality of the work produced. The employees 
personal neatness~and his compatability with his fellow 
workers are also considered. The personnel manager stated 
further, that he assumed a person was doing his job wel~ 
~ess he· heard to the contrary. The foreman is responsible 
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for his men and supervi.sea them according to company standards. 
I~ a situation arises which the supervisor cannot handLe~ he 
' 
will relate the circumstances to Mr. Anderson for a final de-
cision. The pe.rsonnel .manager stated that because this is a 
small company, hi£ is a combined line and staff position. 
The administrators of the firm adhere to the belief 
that if an employee is .not performing his task properly! there 
is usually a sound reason to aecount for his behavior • A 
worker whose performance is sub-standard is summpnea for con~ 
sultation. At this conferenc~ the personnel manager and the 
employee attempt to arrive at the reason for the poor perform-
ance,,and to apply the necessary reformative measures. The 
company values highl.y the human relations aspect of pers.onne.l 
administration. This is evidenced by the fact that the company 
attempts to remedy a problem by taking corrective action,rather 
than disciplinary action. 
New workers at Globe are instructed in ~~~~ speci~ic 
job skills by their foremen and their co-workers. The supervise~, 
first,,instructs the new man in. the task he is about to perform. 
The new employee is then placed with an experienced individual, 
who will further instruct and counsel him in the performance of 
.. 
his job skill. The supervisor rates the employee's progress as 
he learns. v~en he has acquired suffic!ent skill,h~ is placed 
on a task alone. The experienced worker~who trains the new work-,. 
er will vary from trailnee to trainee. Training i.s conducted on 
' 
a personal basis,in order to facilitate personal relationships 
within the ~irm. 
In the words of Mr. Anderson uGlobe is a good rep-
resentative of' the fair open shop." The wages paid to hourly 
workers are as good; if not better, than the· wages paid in 
any industry in the area .• The fringe benefits received by the 
employees of' the firm total more than twenty dollars per week, 
per employee. These fringe benefits are noncontributory.; they 
are paid in full by the company. The nature of the work~ and 
the skill of' the work force are-conducive to high wages. 
Due to the fact that 11Globe 11 is quality conscious, 
~ 
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it requires a highly skilled, highly selective work force. The 
nature of the manufacturing process, and the volume of produc-
tion preclude the use of a formal quality control system. The 
workers themselves, therefore, are responsible ·for the quality 
of their output. They must be constantly alert to any imperfections 
th~t would impair the quality of the final product. High wages 
are paid in order to get conscientious men, who will strive to 
meet the high standards required of the product. Each man must, 
in addition to performing his task, control the quality of his 
output. In return for quality workmanship and a quality product, 
the company compensates its workmen with a wage that is far 
higher than the area's average wage. 
The J:;tealth and safety of the workers at "Globe 11 are 
cared for adequately by the company. It provides limited health 
facilities for its workers at the plant.The afternoon of my 
visit, a local doctor arrived to give the employees their flu 
shots, at the company's expense. Each of the three shifts has 
a safety committee. The committees make recommendations and 
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suggestions for accident prevention to the chief engineer, who, 
with the aid of the committees and the personnel man*ger, reviews 
and acts upon these recommendations. "Globetl is an extremely clean 
plant, because the floors are swept continuously in an effort to 
remove dust, prevalent in most textile.mills as a by-product o~ 
production. This effort to keep the plant clean is an effort to 
promote good health and safety among the employees· .. Due to the 
emphasis on preventive maintenance, the efficiency of the ~afety 
committees and the plant cleanliness, the safety record of the 
firm is excellent. 
The company makes. use of a Suggestion Awards System~ 
in order to encourage employee participation. Suggestions of 
employees are reviewed by a suggestion committee, established to 
determine and evaluate the efficacy of the suggestions. All suggest-
ions received are acknowledged by the chief engineer, regardless of 
whether or not they are.accepted. Sug~estions which are accepted, 
entitle the employee proposing said suggestion, to a monetary 
reward commensurable to company saving due to the suggestion. Employees 
tend to offer suggestions quite freely. 
The personnel p"bli~ies followed by the Globe Manufacturing 
Company do not appear to be affected by the depressed economic 
condition of the area. The company is extremely selective in choosing 
its ·employees. This fact, however, is not due to the status of the 
area, as the company does not att.empt to discriminate against the 
workers because they are in a surplus labor market. The selectivity 
of hiring is due to the nature of the product, which requires an 
extremely high degree of quality. Hence the firm seeks to hire 
employees whom it expects will attain, and maintain product quality. 
. 
The firm is an extremely strict disciplinarian which does 
not tolerate tardiness and excessive absence of employees. 
Mr. Anderson stated that little disciplinary action ,is 
necessary,due to the fact that the workers realize they have 
a goo& job, and do not want to jeopardize it. The wages paid 
by this company are well above the average ·wages in the area, 
and the benefits received by the workers.are, I believe, com-
parableto those received by union workers. For the aforementioned 
reasons, I do not believe that the personnel practices of this 
firm are influenced by the depressed economic c~ndit~on of the 
area. 
CRAFTER XII 
INTERVIEW WITH MR. EDWARD DOOLAN, 
BUSINESS. AG~NT OF THE FALL.RIVER 
LQOAL,OF THE TEXTILE WORKERS UNION 
OF AMERICA 
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Mr. Edwam D.ool.an ha.a been. active in the .affairs 
of. the textile workers, from hi.s entrance into. the. industry·. 
lie rose through the ranks, anqui.ring a profound knowledge 
of the industry and its skil.l.s. With the intr.oduc.ti.on of 
unions int.o the textil-e. industry, Mr. Do.ol.an became act-ive 
' . ' 
in union affairs. He ascended through the vario:us .. oi'fi.ces 
in the un.i.on ranks, and i.s now: busine.ss agent o.i' the :Fall 
River local,of the Textil.e Workers Uni.on of .Ameri.ca, A.F.L. 
c. I. o. He is vic.e president of' the. Organized Labor As.soc.ia-
tion,in the Fal~ River area. He i.s. ac.tive in communi.ty and 
. 
political activities in the area,and was a candidate for 
the United States Congress in the 1962 election. The foll.ow-
ing information,pertaining to the personnel practic~s in the 
texti~e industry in the Fall River area1was obtained from 
Mr. Doolan. 
The depressed economic condition of the area,aecord-
ing to Mr. Doolan, has little ~ffect on the personnel practices 
within the textile industry. Mr. Doolan stated that the per-
sonnel. practi.c.e.s. are determined by union and management nego-
tiat~ons,and by the nature of the processes involved in the 
manufa.cture of text.il.es. The Fall. River area ha.s an abundant 
supply of labor. Due to the liquidation of many of the area's 
textil.e firms, there is an excess supply of skilled te.xtile 
labor available in the area. In ~ddition to the labor avail-
able from this sburce,the l~bor supply is incre.ased. further 
. 
by migration into the area,and by the recent graduates of 
the area's schools. Other industries,which have liquidated, 
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have further increased the labor supply. Due to the.se fa.ct.o.rs, 
there 12 an. abundance of labor,skil~ed and unski~led in the 
area. Management o.f the textile f'irms, therefore, has a varied 
suppJ.y of. labor from which to select. its work f.orc.e.. ll may 
choose labor :which is. skilled in the various. te.xtil.e o.cc.upa-
tions, such as spinning or weaving: or it may sele.ct. untrained 
labor,and impart upon it the requisite skills. The industry 
may place skilled workers in job occupations .in whi.ch they 
are hig~y skilled,or unskil~ed workers in skills that are 
needed at a particular time. / 
Mr. Doolan stated that the average age of' the wor~ers 
in the textile firms in the area is fifty-five years of age , 
and that both men and women are employed in the textile milla. 
When a firm in the area liquidates,as a division of' the Berkshire-
Hathaway Manufacturing Company recently did, there is an abund-
ance of skilled textile workers added to the city's labor supply. 
The age of these people inf'luences their reaction to the situation. 
At this age,they tend to· seek security;and hence seek jobs with-
in the area. These people poasesa skills acquired through many 
years of experience in textiles. Consequently, the majority seek 
jobs within the textile industry, but in firms produ.cing a differ-
ent type of product. S.ome of the women unemployed, due to the 
liquidati.on, seek job..s in related occupations within the textile 
industry. A major proportion of the women however, seek empl~y­
ment in the sewing and garment, shops in the are~~ Fall River is 
. 
rapidly becoming a garment manufacturing center. The garment in-
dustry is continually in need of' workers,especially women. The 
empl.oyment, in this indus.try, is spl.i.t. in the. approximate pro-
portion of forty percent ( 40.%) men to sixty percent, ( 6.0%) 
women. Hence_, women unemployed due to textile liquidati"on, 
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seek employment in the area 1 s sewing shops and garment firms~ 
The employment in these firms offers high wages and a reason-
able degree of security. The men unemployed due to the liquida-
ti.on of textile firms tend., in great. proportion, to remain in 
the textile industry. However, they tend to. s.eek employment 
in firms which are producing a different. type ot textile product 
or se~vice,than the one in which they were recently employed. 
For example, a man employed in a weaving mill,which liquida-
-
ted,would seek employment in a related job in a dye house. 
These people, skilled in textile manufacture, provide the area 
with an abundant supply of skilled labor. 
Textile employers at first resented the entrance of 
the unions,and resisted many of the union's demands,reported 
Mr. Doolan. At present however, they are much more willing to 
accept and co-operate wi~h the union. This recent. co-operation, 
·by management,is due to the realization.that the union exer-
cises a certain measure of control,~ver the workers,that is 
directed towards the development of harmonious labor relations; 
and to the fact that he union allows no favoritism among 1 ts .. 
members. 
The abundant labor supply,of the area~has been pre-
viously noted. Management,under the provisions of the Taft• 
Hartley Act,cannot discriminate against a job applicant because 
of hi.s uni.on affi~ia:tioh,or lack. thereof'. 'l!ex.til.e managem,ent 
seeks. workers on the basis of a specific jab a.pening .. Mr •. 
Doolan stated that empl.oyers tend not t.o. di.s.c.:riminate agains.t. 
the higher priced union labor,when seLecting their empl.oyees. 
In a surplua labor market, where management has .the op~ortun­
ity to hire ~on-union or uni.on labor, it prefera to hire the 
union worker because of his experience and,skill. Management 
seeks the services of the skilled union worker,primari.ly) but 
if it is unable to obtain them)it will select the unski~led 
worker and train. him for a specifiQ task with the firm. Skill~d 
~~ workers,if obtained,are placed according to ~heir. skill,or 
in some close~y re~at·ed skill. Unskilled W?rlt~rs ,if' selected., 
are instructed in the specific job skill for which they were 
hired. 
1 There are ·no formal training programs for the textile 
I 
wor~ers in this area. The torkers acquire their skill and 
I 
experience by informal,on ~he job training,by their co-workers. 
I 
Berkshire-Hathaway Manufacturing Company,and the Sagamore 
j 
Manufacturing Co~pany are rwo textile firms that employ informal, 
on the job training. The arount of training given t~e worker, 
related Mr. Doolan, depends on the nature of the task the 
worker is to perform. Both of the companies mentioned previously, 
emplpy informal training programs,in which the new employee 
is instructed in a specific job skill by his fellow employees, 
' 
for a period of approximately six weeks. A~ the end of the 
sj,.x week period,,the trainee is placed on a half job for another 
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six week peri.od,in_ order to further deveLop hi.s skill and 
confidenc.e. A full job ,;or example,. consists o.:f s.i;x:ty (60) 
looms which are operated. by one worker. A trainee is placed. 
on a half job or thirty (30) looms. The worke.r is appraised 
whil.e on the. half Job; and i.f he evidences su.fficient. skill 
·and con:£:1.denae prior to. the sixth week;is alLowed to operate 
a full j~b.If~sufficie?t skill, is not evidenced, the worker 
runs the half job .for the full six week period. 
The manner in which a worker is trained,and the ex-
' tensiveness of the training depends upon the job ·for which 
the worker is intended. The fact that Fall River is a de-
pressed economic area does not affect,gre.atly,the manner in 
which the worker is trained. It has greater impact on. the 
question of who is trained,and the.number of workers that are 
trained. When a text~l.e firm ~ecruits workers,~t can recruit 
·and select' from a skilled labor force. The only, instance in 
. . 
which training is required is ~~e .in which there is no skilled 
-2S. labor available. The fact that there are. skilLed workers 
available ,greatly reduce:s the number of workers that have to 
be trained for positions in the textile firms. 
Mr. Doolan,related that the textile firms in the 
-
area have no formal program of employee evaluation or rating. 
The employee is rated neither by a formal. list of items against 
which performance ~s checked, nor a forma~ inspection of the 
quality of his work. The production of textile fibre is con-
trolled by automatic machinery. The employee has no control 
over the speed of the machine on which he is working. He does, 
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however, have control over the output of the machine. The rate 
at which. a machine produce.s ,at one hundred percent. efficiency, · 
is known by the worker and by management. Management then sets 
a standard of production, usually eighty ~ive percent~ (85%) 
at which the machine should operate. The work,produced over 
and above this atandard,is considered as an incentive to the 
worke~as the workers are on a piece rate system. The work~pro­
duced over and above the standard quantity,enables the worker 
to receive an incentive wage. 
' Mr. Doolan stated that each loom has a "clock11 which 
~ . ~ 
totals the number of spools produced on that loo.m .. A 11h~nk 11 
clock is attached to 11 speeder11 and "weaving11 frames and a 11picku 
. . 
clock attached to uspinning" frames. The. readings, taken from 
the clocks attached to the looms, measure ~he quantity of 
production. The business agent stated that the workers urate 
themselves·'~ by the quantity of the material. produced. The loom 
operates at its own speed; but, because of breaks in the textile 
fibre, the production of certain spool.s is retarded. It is the 
task of the worker to connec~ the fiber~and thereby facilitate 
the continuing production of the spool. By observing how many 
spools were produced by a gi~en loom~ management is able to 
determine how well the workers~ were performing their jobs. 
A person,who·produces a quantity in excess of the 
standard quantity,is~ entitled to incentive pay. A person,who 
repeatedly fail.s to maintain the standard.?is subject to discip ... 
linary action. If the need for disciplinary action arises, 
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management warns the ,empla.ye.e o.f' his. short.c.oming, and notifies 
the union as to the substandard.per~ormance,of the employee. 
Should. repeated vio.lations. of management 1 s d.irecti,ves oc.eur., 
the union will proceed ~o take the necessary disciplinary 
action against the emplpye~ •. 
The textil.e industry in Fall River consists mainly 
of unionized firms. Therefore,employee performance and per-
formance appraisal. have little to do with promotion ,s.tated 
Mr. Doolan. Promotion is based on seni.o~ity ,rather than on 
skill. If two employees possess the same job skill, the senior 
employee will receive the promo·tion. The loomfixers ,employed 
in the textile industry in Fall River,do not belong to the 
Textile Workers Unionpnd therefore,are not affected by its 
promotional.system. 
The promotion.system,within the spinning room of 
a textile firm,serves as an illustration of how promotion is 
accompli~ed. The job occupations in a spinning room in 
ascending order are: spinner, dof~er,and third hand; a job 
occupation similar to that of loomfixer. If a position as 
dof~er is vacate~usually the senior spinner will be promoted. 
Likewise,i~ a position as third hand is vacated, the senior 
doffer will receiye the promotion. The jobs are open to bids~ 
Therefdre,if a person does not desire a job, he doe~ not have 
to b~on it. Mr. Doolan state4.that seniority is the soundest 
basis for promotion,because the senior employee is the most 
experienced and,usuall~is the most qualified. 
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The transfer of employees is ac~Qmplished by meana 
of a 11bi.d 11 • When a job is vacant,. any employee who, d.e.s.ires. 
the job may bid for ik. Union members ~re.given priority over 
non~union men, in bidding for a job. Mr. Doolan related that 
management usually permits the union to decide who will get 
a particular job, in order to avoid causing friction wiLhin 
the firm. If' management de.cide s who woul.d get the job, some 
employees are apt to believe that management is evidencing 
favorit-ism to the chosen employee. I believe that the afore-
me~tioned action,on the part of managemen~evidences three 
facts. First,this action evidences the fact that labor re-
lations are rather harmonious .• .Secondly, this shows that 
management has faith in the union,and in the fact that the 
union will decide the question fairly and objectively. Third, 
I believe that by this action management is attempting to 
avoid responsibility,.by transferring the burden of the decision 
to the union .. 
The downgrading of e.mpl.oyees is accomplished by 
. 
means of occupational seniority. The senior occupational 
groups have priori t.y in. bidding for a l.owe.r job.. The senior 
member, within an occupational grou.p,has priority in bidding 
down for a job. For example~ the senior doffer,on the second 
shift,has priority over other second shift doff'ers when bidding 
~or a spinner• s job, on the first shi.ft .. However, little down-
grading occurs in the textile firms,according to the business 
agent. The only time it occurs, usually, is when a person seeks 
a ~ower job oc.cupation., in order to change shif'ts.,as was .cited 
in the pre.c.eding exampl.e. 
The. layoff of empLoyees is ac.c.ompl.ished, by means of' 
occupational senio.ri:ty. The senior m.em.ber, within an o,ccupa.tional .. 
grau:g, may '~bumpu a junior member when his. j.ob. is threatened. If 
a third shif't was di.s continued , a senior spinner on. the third 
shif't could 11bump 11 hia juni.or counter-part on the ,£.1rst shift. 
The d,iscip~ine of workers is effe.cted by the foll.o'\'1-
ing progressive met-hod o::f discipLine. A verbal warning i.a first 
given to the o:f'fending worker. A written notice, a copy of which 
is submitted to the union, is tha next step. A layoff of one 
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week is enforced :for repeated violations of management's directions. 
Discharge is the final step in the discipLinary process_, an~ exists 
only in the case of an incorrigible worker. 
Wages received by the textile workers,in the Fall River 
area., are the result of union-management negotiations .• Wages of 
union members,in this area, compare favorably with union.wages 
elsewhere. This is attributed to the objective of the Textile 
I 
Workers Union of America; to promote a uni.form wage patter.n through-
out the industry~by eliminating wage dif:f'erentials between geo-
graphic areas. 
The employer c.ontrolJ.e.d services such as health and 
safety services~ within the firm, are le:f't to the discretion of 
the employer. These s.ervices are det.ermined, by the. empl.oyer, accord-
ing to their need as dictated by the nature of the work, rather 
than by the status of the area. The business agent stated further1 
that due to the na~ure of the work there are no formal 
participation plana in effect in the Fall River textile 
industry. 
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The interview with Mr. Doolan brought to my attention 
the fact that the economic status of the area has little, . 
if any, effect on the personnel practices within the area. 
The majority of the firms are unionized~ and many personnel. 
practices are the result of union-management negotiatione 
In personnel ar~as such as hiring, where management has 
c.omplete freedom, it tends to hire experienced workers, who 
have acquired their experience through union affiliation. 
Personnel practices are determined by negoti~tion and the 
nature of the work. 
CHAPTER XIII 
INTERVIEW WITH MR~ RICHARP PILKINGTON 
FORMER SUPERVISOR,NOW RETIRED,AT THE 
SAGAMORE MFG. COMPANY 
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Mr. Pilkington's career in the textile mi.ll.s o:e 
Fall River began, when at the age o:e fourteen, he secured 
employment in the weave room of the Luther Textile ~g. 
Company. At the age Qf eighteen,he was promoted to the 
position of weaver in this mill. After two years experience 
as a weaver, he was promoted to the position of loomfixer. 
When a po.s.ition as see1ond hand was vacated by a person who 
sought employment elsewhere, Mr. Pilkington was pr.omot.ed to 
the position of second hand. Shortly therea:eter,he was pro-
moted to the position of overseer,~nd served in this capacity 
for approximately thirty-five years in. the Luther Mfg. Company, 
the Sagamore Mfg. Company ,and the Richard Borden Textile Manu-
facturing Company. Mr. Pilkington. has served in the textile 
industry ,in the Fall River area_.,fo,r approximately forty-three 
years. 
Fall 
A well known and highly respected individual in the 
River textile industry, Mr. Pilkington has witnessed ,, 
first hand,the recession of the textile industry to its. present 
depressed state. Due to his thorough knowl.edge of textile 
. 
manufacturing,llilis services have been sought ,througho.ut the. 
year~ by local mill owners. Due to his intimate knowledge of 
. 
the ind~stry,he is well qual1£1ed to express his views on per-
sonnel practices in the ar.ea. 
The depressed condition of the textile industry in 
the area,was attributed, by Mr. Pilkington, to a number of 
factors. Listed as the primary causes of this condition were; 
c.ompeti tion from text.i~e mills. in the sou:the.ri?- sec.t.ion of 
the Uni te.d States and. from foreign textiles . .,and at.t.emp1;.s 
by the mill: .owners to meet. competi tion.,,by sacrificing 
quali.ty goods for quanti:t:.y production. 
Mr. Pilkington noted that. sou.thern and forei.gn 
textile mi~ls had ,at. the.ir disposa~ .~arge. quan.ti tierS of un-
skil~ed labor whi.ch could. be secured at low prices. The la'bor 
costs ,involved!. in the production of textiles,.account for a 
large percentage of the cost of the final product. Hence 
t 
southern and foreign manufacturers,due to their savings on 
labor costs~greatly reduced the price of their final product 
and offered nort~ern mills severe competition. The competi-
tion from these manufacturers induced the mill owners,in the 
Fall River area,to seek means by which to reduce their costs. 
-The labor cost factor,of production,was the basis on which 
Fall River textile manufactureres sought to·reduc~ costs. 
The manufacturers fe~t that by reducing labor costs,they would 
be in a much more advantageous competitive position. 
The substitution of quantity production for quality 
production.stated Mr. Pilkington., was a direct result of com-
petition and a contributing factor to the depressed condition 
qf the textile industry .. Prior to the "Gre.at Depression: of 
1920~ the textile mills had operat~d one eight hour shift 
daily. During this period~the people employed. in textiles 
were a closely knit group. There was an atmosphere of harmony 
and cordiality among the employee$,and betwe.en the employees 
and the employers. At this time;management placed emphasis on 
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The quality of production,rather than the quantity of pro~ 
du.ct.ion .. The local te.x..t,lle. employment in Fall River Pat this 
timetwas extremely high. As a result, the production require4 
of the individual worker was relativ~ly low. The number of 
machines operated by an individual was small. An exampl.e o~ 
this ,is. the fac.t, that the average weaver during thi.s. period 
operated s.ixteen l.o.oms .. He was given responsibility for the 
small number of l.o.oms,.in orde.r to facilitate his main,1r~n~~IQ~ 
, 
of the quality of the final product". While operating the 
/ sixteen loom~ the weaver was able to carefully inspect the 
work on each of the looms .,in order to insure its quail ty. 
The weaver was a true craftsman.~who emp~asized the quality 
of his work rather than the quantity. Since quality was em-
-'' 
phasized throughout each job skill.,the quality of' production 
was. of a high caliber. 
The competition presented by southern and foreign 
textile manufacturers adverse1y·affectea~the loual textile 
manufacturers. In an effor¢~ to meet this competition~anage­
ment sought to reduce labor costs. by increasing output per 
worker~thereby reducing the total ~umber of' workers required 
' 
to produce a given vol~e of output. In contr~st to the pre~ 
ceding period.,in which the weaver operated sixteen looms ,he 
now operate~ one hundred looms. Man~gement•s emphasis shifted 
to qJ~ntity produc.ti.on., Each worker, because he had to do more, 
. 
~~ less able to maintain the quality of' his work~ Textile. 
ma:chine.ry, designed to maintain product quality was developed, ·· 
~~ 
but it aGU~produce a quality c~mparable to that produced 
by a person. As a resUlt af the shift in emphasis,the quality 
of textiles dec~ined; while the quantity produced. inc..rease.d ... 
This. increase i~ quantity greatly increased the supply a~. 
tex.t.i.les,,thus. low.ering .price.s,and further increa.aing competi-
tion. Therefore, in a vieious circle~ emphasis was aga~~strong­
ly placed on decreasi:t?-g labor costs,,and increasing production 
per worker ... 
Mr. Pilkington re.la ted that, in his opinion, the de-
pressed economic condition of the area affected only certa~n: :~ 
aspects of personnel policy. The aspects,most affec~ed by it, 
• 
were the hiring of workers and the training of workers. Per-
sonnel practi.ces were further influenced by the emphasis on 
quantity production,rather Dhan quality production?and the 
existence of unions in the industry. 
The emphasjzg on l.o.wer labor costs and higher produc.-
ti vit;y pep worker, great.ly reduced the total number of workers,, 
and the necessity for any large number of workers in the textile 
industry. Mr. Pilkington stated that ,when textile manufacturers 
seek employees)they do not discriminate agains~ unemployed tex-
tile workers ,because they are .in a surplus labor market. Em-
ployers seek people with previous textile experience,rather 
than people with no experienc~~ 
When the textile in4nstry was at its peak~ there was 
an abundance of highly skilled labor in the area. Prior to the 
recession.~any people were trained for positions in the textile 
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industry. During the recession, in the textile ind~stry, 
the sk~ll·required of the workers was greatly decreased, 
due to 'the emphasis on machinery and. quanti.ty pro.d.uc.t.ion; 
bu~.•the workers were st.ill regarded as. skilled peopl.e. ·In. 
the years s.ince the b"eginning of the recession,,the number 
of people being trained for positions in the industry has. 
been appreciably reduced. This ~act pombined with the retire-
ment of many skilled workers ~nd the migration of others to 
...... <c"r-1'" 
more promising areas~ has greatly reduc'ed the number of skilled 
workers available. Due to the time required to learn the skills 
involved in the manu~acture of textiles, management seeks the 
services· of experienced workers ~n order to eliminate time lost 
due to. training ... 
The training o.f workers ,in the textile industny ,has 
been greatly affected by the depressed condition of the in-
dustry. Ac~ording to Mr. Pilkington, when the textile industry 
was at its peak and the emphasis was on the quality of pro-
duction,the combined training and learning period of the work-
ers was extensive. The s~pervisor usually instructed the worker 
in the specific job skill,and evaluated the person's adapta-
bility to the specific task. Although the period of training 
was short, the period required to lear.n the various aspects 
of the task,and become proficient in the task was rather 
lengthy. Due to the emphasis on quality, the worker had to be 
thoroughly familiar with the ma~erial with which he was work-
ing ;n order to be able to maintain the quality of the material. 
I 
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The shift o~ emphasis to quan~ity production~ombined with. 
increased me.chaniza t.ion ,reduc.ed the time re.quired. t.o le.ar.n 
' . 
a spe.cific job. The worker,at present~is. instruc.te.rll in a 
specific job skill, much as he was during the a~orementioned 
period.., The l.earning time is greatly reduc.ed, becaus.e he is. 
not required to have as thorough a knowledge of his task as 
he was previously. The ~ombined period. of training and learn-
ing has been greatly reduc.ed,due to the .emphasis on. quantity 
production,and increased mechanization in the industry. 
-
The number of workers,who require training for posi-
tions in the textile induatry,is appreciably reduced by tbe 
conditio~ of the area. Management may select experienced 
textile workers ~rom the area's labor supply~and thereby re-
duce the total·n~mber of workers it must train for positions 
in textiles. 
I The evaluation of an employees performance has been 
. 
affected by the status·of the indUstry. Formerl~,employees 
were evaluated on the qual.ity of th~i.r output ... At present, 
they are evaluated on the amount of their produ.ction. 
Mr. Pilkington related that the wages of employees, 
in the texti.le industry ,have not been affected adversely by 
the fact that Fall River is a depressed area. He stated that 
the condition of the industry is the prime factor in the de-
termination of textile wages. The, wages in the textile in~ 
dustry,at present~are higher than they have ever been. Textile 
. . 
wages have been continuously rising,but the increases have 
not kept pace with wage increases in other industries. Hence", 
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textile wages are amon~ the lowest o~ induatrial wages. He 
attributed the rise ,in t.extile. wages, to the ac.t.ivity of 
the. Te.xtile Workers Uni.on of America. He con.cluded .. ~that 
due to. the c.ondi. ti.on of the industry, thi.s uni.on was unable 
to. increas~ wages as rapidly as other uniona. 
· Th~ utl.J.bili.~at!l.on of the t.extile induatry in the 
Fall River area,Mr. Pilkington stated,has .had greater in-
fluence ·on the personnel practices in the area than has 
the economic status of' the area. Prior to the ent.ranc.e. of 
the unions, management had complete freedom in dealing with 
the workers. Wages were determined solely by management,and 
for the most part were just and adequate. Promotions were 
based on qualifieation~~ther than length of service. Dis-
c~plinary action was taken by management,when the situation 
required it,and was fair·and just. The Textile Workers Union 
became active in the area about 1935. Since that time,,manage-
ment •·s discretion has been curtailed. The influence of the 
union has been felt in all areas of personnel administration. 
Wages are now arriveQ at,by agreement between union and manage-
ment. Seniority is now the sole determinant of promotion. An 
elaborate system,for effecting discipline,is included in the 
labor contract. 
Management,formerly,could act solely on the basis 
~ 
of a workers performanee,~stated Mr. Pilkington~ and hence 
reward or discipline ~orkers according to their pe~rarmance. 
Seniority now determines the status of the worker,in regard 
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to promotion and layoff .• Hence ;tn a time of reduc.ed operatioi}.s 
·management may lose the aervices of a~ ef.ficient pr.oduc~i~e 
worker,. be.c.ause i.t...ha.s to. reta.in a senior worke.r, although he 
i~ ~e.s..s produ.ctive. Thua·,production.c.osts i:o.crease ,and manage:-
ment suffers. Mr. Pilkington bel.i.eves that, generall.y,. manage-
ment has suffered as a result of the unionization of the in-
dustry. 
Mr. Pilkington attribute.d the depresse(l condi.tion 
of the textile industry ~n the area ~o severe competition. 
Competition necessitated the reduction of labor costs ~hich 
resulted in a sacrifice of quality for quantity. The result. 
was'a vicious circle.· As competition increased, labor costs 
were reduced an~ output per worker increased, due to mechaniza-
tion, thus further increasing competition. The condition of 
the area necessitates management to be extremely selective in 
gathering its work. force,in order to avoid productive time 
lost,in training an inexperienced worker. The stress on in-
creased output per worker,and the increased mechanization 
employed to increa.se. output per worker, reduced the time 
necessary to learn a job~ since a thorough knowledge of the 
product is no longer required in order to insure quality. The 
quality of the product is supposedly controlled by the machine 
which produces it. Employees are appraised on the quantity of 
their output,,rather than the quality of their output .. The 
act.iv.itie.s of uniona,,in the Fall River textile industry,have 
influenced personnel practices more than the condi~ion of the 
area, by severely ~iting management's freedom of action. 
in dealing with employees. 
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OHAFTER XIV 
INTERVIEW WITH MR. BERNARD DUBE 
94. 
Mr. Bernard Dube., personnel manager· o:r the, J:!.erkshire-
Hathaway Manufacturing Company, King. Phi.llip Di vis.ions A and 
E, is responsible for administering the p.ersonnel afi'ai.rs of 
the company 1 s fifteen hundred employees in the Fall River area. 
· Mr. Dube received a Bachelor of Science degree in T.extil.e Manage-
ment from Bradford Durfee College of Techno.logy in 1957, and has 
. . 
been employed by the Berkshire-Hathaway Manufacturing Company in 
!'tk:::, personnel admini.atration department. since that t;ime. 
Mr. Dube related that,in his opinion, the area is not 
experiencing as grave an economic depression as is pic.tured. He 
. 
stated that while there is a high percentage of unemployment in 
the area, due to the liquidation of many textile firms, there 
is still work av~ilable. The textile industry classif~es as 
members o:r t~at industr~ textile mills, print and dye shops, 
sewing shops, hat shops,and storage houses for textiles, all 
of which exist in the Fall River area. Mr. Dube stated that 
work is available in thea~ firms,but many people either do not 
want the particular job available, or cannot quali:ry for the 
job. He related that unemployment benefits·are high in relation 
' > • 
to wages,in the textile industry. As a result, many workers 
would rather collect unemployment benefits than work. Numerous 
instances have arisen in which a worker has been o:f'fered a · 
i 
position on a third shi.ft., but has refused the position due- t.o 
the fact that he did not want to work nights. The rngh rate of 
unemployment benefits in relation to textile wages, combined 
with_the fact that many wives are working,makes the male work-
·' 
era highly independent. Unemployed workers :'Jllelieve that they 
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will. be just aa well o'ff financ.iall.y if they remain unemploy·ed 
II 
:: · as if they w.o.rk.ad .•. Th~ jobs exist,but the. workers want to 
select their job. Mr. Dub.e cited the example of an immigrant, 
' 
who c.ould not speak .English. This person. waa an excellent. 
elec.tric.ian, comparable at least to a second c.lass eleetric.ian; 
but because he could not speak the language and becauae.he was 
not a citizen, he could not qualify for a second class. electric-
I 
ians. l.icense. This. man was offered several positians,but because 
he was not a licensed electrician he could not qualify for the 
jobs. He cited this exampl.e.,in order to illustrate the .fact 
that there are jobs av,ilable for workers in the textile in-
l 
dustry~and that much of. the unemployment is due to the workers 
lack of qualifications. 
The Berkshire-Hathaway Manufacturing Company ~ecause 
it is in a depressed area,does not discriminate against unem-
, 
ployed textile workers when recruiting employees. Mr. Dube stated 
. 
that the company encounters difficulty in recruiting textile 
employees,and he believes that other firms in the area encounter 
similar difficulties. He attributes much of this diffic~lty to 
rumors that imports are ~ining the textile industry,and that the 
Jl 
textile industry is severel¥ depres.se.d. Fear that .more textile 
mills will liquidate,or move south,discourages many experi~nced 
workers from seeking re-employment in textiles. 
Experienced cotton manufacturing workers,and experienced 
textile workers in. general are not in abundant supply~ stated Mr. 
/ 
Dube. The average age of the workers in the textile firms is 
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fifty to fifty-five years of age. IJ!he average age of' e,x-
perienced textile. help,in the labor market,·i? in the same 
age bracket. The people at this age are interested in 
security. They hesitate to seek. re-employment. in textil-es ,for 
fear that the remaining mills will reduce. operations,and they 
Will again be without a means of liveliho.od. Many of these 
people have worked a firs.t shii'tc for a period of ten., fifteen 
or more years. Hence., when an opportunity f'or employment arises 
on a third shift., they will usually refuse the job rather than 
work the third shift. Another factor,which creates a difficulty 
" 
in acquiring experienced workerstis. that the-position available 
in a mill may not coincide with the skills. of the person ~eek-
ing work. A person who has been a weaver for twenty or thirty 
years cannot readily adapt himself to the performance of a new 
task. The experienced worker~ho is attempting to learn a new 
job skill,, often becomes frustrated and leaves the position ~fter 
a short trial period. Since the rate of unemployment compensa-
tion is high in c·omparison to textile wages, 9: man with a :f.'amily 
can collect Unemployment benefits which almost equ~his pay. 
for a forty hour week. As a result, many experienced textile 
workers prefer to collect these benef~ts,rather than seek re-
employment in textiles. Due to the high unemployment benefits, 
and the fear of liqui,dation of the textile firms ,it is ,difficult 
to obtain experienced textile workers. 
Although the supply of inexperienced workers in the 
area is abundant., Mr. Dube related that it is difficult to re-
cruit these people for employment in textiles. Due to the stress 
on education,peop1e are staying in school for a longer 
time. He stated that it is hard to attrac~ high school 
graduates to the textile industry because o~ the oppo~-
. 
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tuni ties a:f'f'ord.ed by other industries. uPeople don 1 t want 
. 
to work for a do1lar sixty cents ( $1. 60) an hour in t.extiles, 
when they can work for two do11ars, twenty-five cents (#2.25) 
~ . 
an hour in other industries" said Mr. Dube. TextUe wages 
ih ~his area compare favorably with those o~ other areas, 
although the wages of' the textile industry in general are de-
pressed. The personnel manager stated further that peop1e with 
a high school education do not want to work with peopl,e. whose 
education was terminated at the sixth or eighth grade. High 
schoo1 graduates, because of their education and the age differ-
ential between them and the average textile employee,have few 
I 
social contacts in the textile mills. They also resent having 
to take orders from a person with less education. High school 
graduates,with no textile experience,usually do not stay long 
in the mil1s. He concluded that inexperienced workers,for the 
textile industry,are difficult to obtain ~nd retain •. 
Mr. Dube related that Berkshire-Ha~haway recruits 
its employees through the use of·the Division of Employment 
security, which maintains a listing oi' both experienced and in-
experienc.ed workers; newspaper advertisements~and the ttgrape-
'Vine" an instrument oi' communication by which textil:e wo.rkers. 
acquaint one another with industry news and job opportunities. 
Workers are ~elected by m~ans of an employment interview • 
. . 
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WQrkers are selected for a spe.cifie job opening; ,Jien.c.e the 
company seeks workers who are experienc.ed ,but will. hire 
inexperienced workers. if there is no. e,xperienced textile 
hel.p available. Experienced help ia preferred,Ln selection, 
because of the skill which it poss.esses 1and ita knowJLe.dge 
of the textile industry. S~ce most experienced workers are 
familiar with pnly one task, if they are hired for a task 
other than the one. in which they are experienced,they must 
be re-trained. New inexperienced workers,if hired, usually 
do not remain in the textile indus.try for a lengthy period 
of time~ 'there.f.ore textile manufact-u.ring compa.ni.es prefer 
. 
to hire someone with previous expe.r1ence in te~tiles., 
The nature of the training. received,by B.erk.s,hire 
Hathaway employees,depends on the nature of the job to be 
performed,stated Mr. Dube. The nature of the job skitl is 
determined by the textile manufacturing process,not ~y the 
condition of the area in which the firm operates. Th~ per-
sonnel manager stated that instruction in a specific job 
skill i,s accomplished by means of a training manual and 
an instructor. The manual. acquaints the employee with the 
I 
machine he is to operate, .the different parts of the machine, 
and the process the machine performs. Prior to his on the 
. I job training,additional information familiarizes the employee 
with related job skills;and diagrams acquaint him with the 
plant machine layout. The instructor, a person experi.enced 
in his or her particul.ar skill, is. selected as an instructor 
on the basis of~is skill a~d the manner in which he express-
. 
es. himself' ... The trainee works with the instruc.tor on a 
mac~ine,whil~ the instructor is teaching him the specific 
skill.. 
Berkshire Hathaway management is able to reduce the 
total. number of people who must be trained,.in order to build 
I 
a wo.rk f'orce, by acquiring a limited number o,f experienced 
textile workers. Persons who have previous experience in a 
particular skill for which they are hired,quite naturally 
do not require training. 
The wages paid by Berkshire-Hathaway are, accord-
. . . 
ing to Mr. Dube, not affected by economic conditions of the 
area. Mr. Dube stated that Berkshire-Hathaway is a union shop~ 
* 
and wage rates are the result of negotiations between union 
and management. H~ st~ted that wages in the Fall River area 
are higher than wages, even union wages, in other areas, in-
eluding the south. He stated further that benefits acquired 
by workers in Berkshire-Hathaway are more liberal than bene-
fits acquired by workers in other locales. Workers in the Fall 
River area, and Berkshire-Hathaway workers in particular, 
receive more paid holidays, higher sick benefits,and higher 
retirement benefits than do workers in other sections o~ the 
country. Wages and benefits received by Berkshi~e-Hathaway 
workers are not affected by the economic status of' the area. 
Berkshire-Hathaway does not take advantage of' its 
. 
workers on matters pertaining to discipline and discharge, 
by enacting and enforcing stringent disciplinary regulations. 
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Mr. Dub~ noted. that the firm i.s perhaps to.o liberal in 
enforcing diacip.1ine.. A person i,s di.acharged. hy the firm 
onLy for repeated commissions of a serious wrong.. The per• 
sormel manager stated that supervisors are extremely lenient 
in dis.cipl.ining employees ,because o.f the.diff,ic:ulty the f:irm 
encounters in· attempting to obtain experienced textile wo.rk• 
ers. The union contract governs dis.cipLinary action ,~nd. has 
an effect on the disciplinary mea~ures management may take. 
Mr. Dube commented that the firm is liberal. in enforcing 
" 
the disciplinary actions provided for in the labor agreement , 
and at time·s has been chastised by the union for being to'o 
liberal. Since the union realizes that the company is liberal 
in enforcing discip1ine, it usually accepts the actions of 
the company, if the need for disciplinary action arises. 
Berkshire-Hathaway maintain~,within the premises 
' . 
of the King Phillip Division Plant E, a medical health center. 
~ 
Doctors from the area staff the center in order to serve the 
. 
medical needs of the firm's employees. A nurse employed by 
Berkshire-Hat~away visits employees who are absent, on notifica-
l tion of the employees absence by his supervisor. Mr. Dube 
stated that due to the company operated health center,and the 
services of the nurse, absenteeism has been appreciably re-
duoed. 
An employee suggestion system is operated by the 
firm. The personnel manager commented that the suggestion 
system does not operate as it should;becaus~ the majority 
f• 
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of the workers refuse to use it. Employees hesitate to 
suggest improvement,because of~t~e fea~ that the im~rove­
ment.s. might, coat a fello.w: employee his job.. 
The depressed candi.ti.on of the area, and o;C the in-
dustry combine to create a difficulty for managemen~ in 
securing employees. The nature of the training ,rec.e.ived by 
' 
the employees,is dependent on the nature of the job they ar.e 
to perform. The number of workers requiring training is re-
duced because of the experienc.ed help a vail..able. · Wages and 
benefits received by the employees are the result of union 
management negotiation. Management is J..eni.ent in enforcing 
discipline and makes provision for the health and safety of 
its employees. The economic status of the area has l.ittle 
affect on the personnel practices of Berkshire-Hathaway. 
CHAl?TER XV 
INTERVIEW WITH MR. LEWIS MORLEY 
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Ml::>. Lewi.s Mor1ey has been asso.ciated with the 
textile indust.ry in. the city of Fall River for approximate~y 
sixty years. His career in textiles began.in the year 1900~ 
when he secure.d employment as an offi.ce boy in a lo,.eal tex~ 
tile mill. After a short period ~n this posit~on,he secured 
~ 
employment with the David J. Burdick c.ot t.on brok.e.rage firm 
with whom. he remained. for a period of twelve years. During 
this time, he became disillusioned with the textil.e. manufac-
turing business and decided to seek empl.oyment elsewhere • .Mr. 
Morley obtained employment in the local post office,and in 
five years advanc.ed to the position of secretary to the post-
master. When World War 1 occured,there was a shortage of 
' . 
qualified employees in the textile industry,and he w~s induced 
to vacate his position in the post. office p.nd return to the 
textile industry. He became a salesma~ of cloth products for 
Aldrich anq Hawkins brokerage firm,,and then served as a sales-
man of textiles and a broker of textiles from 1917 to 1937. He 
observed the textile industry at i.ts peak, and has witnessed 
its decline through the ensuing years. 
Prior to the decline, there were forty-five textile 
manufacturing concerns in the Fall Riv.er area. In 1937 the 
textile industry in Fall River re-organized,with the thirteen 
remaining corporations,in an attempt to revive from the de-
pression. The.se thirteen corporations formed the Te.xt.ile Manu.-
-
facturers Association ,in an eff.ort to revitalize the. textile 
industry. Mr. Morley was elected executive secretary of the 
Texti1e Manufacturers Assoc~ation in 1937. He served in 
the ca.p,ao·Lty of presiding officer of the. ass.o.cia ti.on, from 
1937 to 195%.at which tima there were only two textile 
manufacturing corporations in the area. 
Considered an authority on the textile industry 
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in the::.Fall R1 ver area,. Yw. Morley has wri-tten nume.rous 
articles pertaining to the text1le industry,and has delivered 
lectures on ~e industry before various groups. He collabor-
ated with Mr. Thbmas R. Smith who produced the book nThe 
~ 
Cotton Textile Industry of Fall River,Massachusetts .. u Because 
. ' . 
of his varied experience in the textile industr~Mr. Morley 
is well qualified to offer his views on the personal practices 
within that industry. 
•" 
Mr. Morley stated that the textile firms began leaving 
the city of Fall River in 1923,and that this migration was 
due largely to a study of textile wages in the United States, 
undertaken by the University of Alabama. In this study,whieh 
was subseqaent~y widely published, the University of Alabama 
emphasized the fact that the wages of textile workers in the 
south were six..t.y-three percent ( 63%) below those paid to north-
ern textile workers. Textile management in Fall River, because 
it could not compete with these wages, was forced to move to 
an economic climate where wages were more favorable. He stated 
that competition from foreign textil.es had little to do with 
I 
reducing textile manufacturing in this area. A limitation could 
be imposed on imports ,and at times a limi tati~on was placed on 
the import of foreign textiles,in order to protect the American 
textile industry. ~he textile recession in.the north was 
initiated primarily by the promise ·of lower labor costs in 
the south,he concluded. 
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The textile business up to this time,he commented, 
had been by nature a very volatile business. A textile firm 
could operate for several months without receiving any orders. 
Then a run of orders, calling for as much as twenty thousanq 
.(20,000) pieces per order, might be received on successive 
-days. Textile manufacturing had been experiencing a severe 
recession during the 1923 to 1929 period in the Fal~ River 
. 
area. The stock market crash of 1929~which brought widespread 
depression to the economyoof the nation,virtually finished 
the textile industry in Fall Rive~. Fall River, which in 1915 
produced seventy-five percent (75%) of the print' cloth manu-
-factured in this country,and was the largest producer of textiles 
in the world, was virtually annihilated as a textile center. 
The following is a portion o~ the data submitted by a committee 
of Fall Riverites,of which Mr. Morley was a member, to the 
ttwage and Labor Hearingsu of the House of Representatives in 
. -
washington on June 21, 1939 
Tableu-·· 
=-
Figures pertaining to Fall River, Massachusetts textile 
manufacturing and employment in the period 1920 to 1939 
Number of Mills 
Number of Spindles 
Number of Looms 
1920 
106 
4,066~207 
92,127 
1939 
33 
962,976 
21,114 
Number of Operators 
Operation of Shi~ts 
1920 
33,836 
1 shift 
106. 
11,601 
2 shi.fta 
Clearly in evidence is the fact that the textile industry 
had abandoned Fall River. 
- \ 
Mr. Morley noted that?in general, the depressed 
economic condition of the area has had little impact on the 
personnel practices in the textile industry in Fall River. 
The condition of the industry affects the worklQad 
carried by tha textile workers,he noted. Prior to the recess-
ion, the workl.Qad was so small that a person operated only 
eight looms. At present,the same oper~tor runs one hundred 
looms, but has. two assistants to aid him in minor operations., 
such as cleaning the looms and the immediaterarea. This situa-
tion is due to the fact that formerly the emphasis was on.the 
quality of the product; therefore a worker operated only eight 
looms because he was responsible for the quality of the fabric, 
and could only control the quality on approximately that number 
of looms. Due to the emphasis on lowering labor costs, tech-· 
. 
nological improvements have been made on textile machinery, 
so that now quality is controlled by the machine. Thus the skill 
previously required of the worker has been reduced,and the 
number of looms operated by a worker increased. 
Mr. Morley commenteQ that there i~ no discrimination 
against the unemployed textile workers,in regard to hiring. 
There is a shortage of jobs in the area., b':lt when a job opening 
;• 
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is available management finds it di~ficult to secure a 
capable person for it. llhen the industry was at its peak, · 
many of the people employed in the mills were immigrants 
with little educ.ation. who came from low income countries, 
and therefore welcomed the opportunity afforded by the 
textile mills .. This immigration has been greatly reduc~d,, 
and the main source of labor for the mills has been curtai~ed. 
Natives of the area have no incentive to enter textile employ-
ment,because of the low wage scale of the textile industry. 
Mill owners at pre~ent find it difficult to obtain 
not only experienced help~ut also inexperienc~d help. lfuen 
a mill closes,a number of experienced textile workers are 
placed on the labor market. The average age of the experienced 
textile worker is approximately fifty years. These people 
hesitate to re-enter the textile in~s~try,for fear that the 
company which employed, them will liquidate;_a,nQ. they will agatn 
be without a job. These people seek security·in the form of 
employment~in some other industry. The stress on education 
has occasioned young people to remain in school longer. These 
young people,although they are inexperienced,; tend to shy away 
from textile employment. Naturally,the textile industry would 
ratheF secure the services of experienced workers than inex-
perienced ones. However, when job opportunities do present 
themselves,textile manufactur.ers find it difficult to secure 
any employees. This,, stated Mr. Morley, is clearly a case of 
the workers discriminating against the industry,rather than 
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a c~se of the industry discriminating against the wo~kers. 
In. selecting textile workers, textile man~acturers 
tend to draw on the pool of experienced textile peopl.e, when 
possible. The ages of these people,in their fifties or 
. 
sixties,does ·not affect appreciably their status in regard to 
employment. Textile manufacturers prefer to hire younger people., 
but the experienced people usually are those who are older • 
However, textile management finds it dif~icult to obtain work-
ers of any age group. 
Mr. Morley commented that the number of workers that 
have to be trained for jobs,.in the textile industry, is appreci~­
bly reduced by the fact that.the labor market contains experienced 
workers. Many of the experienced worke~s seek re-employment in 
textiles ,because it is the only means of livelihood they possess. 
Since management seeks experienced workers,and can o~ten obtain 
them,the number of workers management must train for positions 
in the industry is reduced. 
When the textile industry was at its height ~he e~phasis 
was on the quality of the produc.t •. "When a person operated e.i.ght 
looms~and was •responsible for the quality these looms produced~ 
the time re~uired to train the operator was rather lengthy. Due 
to the emphasis on reduction o~ labor costs.~echnological develop-
ments have greatly improved the ability of the machine to control 
product q~allty; thu~ removing m~ch of the responsibility for 
quality control from the worker. Therefore~he ~ime required to 
thoroughly train a worker has been reduced.~ue to the condition 
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of the industry. EmpLoyees -were formerl·y evaluated on thes 
quality of the materia~ they produced~ Due to tfia depressed 
condition of the textile industry,and the subsequent shift 
~n emphasis from quality to quantity, the employee's per-
formance is e~aluated in relation to the quantity of his out-
put. 
The level of the wages paid to workers in the textile 
in industry in Fall River,and ~~textiLe industry as a whole,are 
appreciably lower than wages paid in other industries,according 
to Mr~ Morley. The wages of textile workers in the Fall River 
area are affected by the status of the textile industry,which 
tends to hold the .level of wages below those in other ipdustries. 
The unions, with which textile manufacturers negotiat.e"have \torllit-ed. 
Bu hard,to improve the level of wages. The wages in the textile 
industry do n·ot differ widely between geographic a:ceas,,because 
the textile unions seek to establish a standard wage range,in 
which wages throughout the industry are elesely related. Wages 
in Fall River and other northern cities are slightly higher 
. 
than wages in the south. Both union and non-union wages,in the 
south.,are proximate to wages in the north because of the in-
flue~ce of the union·; and because of the fact that new industries 
are being established in the south and are paying fairLy high 
~ges. Therefore,southern mills must raise their wage rates,in 
order to. compete with other firms for employees. 
Textile employers in the Fall River area, because 
they are in a depressed areatare not strict in enforcing disci-
pline. In most instances,Mr~ Morl.ey stated?employelre are very 
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liberal in disci.plining a vioJ.a.t.i.on of' regulations •. Much. 
of this leniency is due to the fact that. matters pertain-
ing to discipline and discharge are clearly stipula:t-ed in 
the union contract. Any employe.e who feels that hi.s rights 
have been infringed upon has recourse to the union; mhus , 
the u:ri1.on serves to regulate the dis.cipline meted out by 
employers. Management is len~ent in regard to discipline 
for another reason. Due to the fact that it is extremely 
difficult to acquire employees~ especi~lly experienced 
employees, management tends. to.be lenient in ,enforcing dis-
ci~line for f'ear of losing experienced workers. 
The health and .safety programs of the textile milJ.s 
in the area have not been influenced ,not.ed Mr. Morley, by 
I 
the economic status of the area. The. individual firm deter-
mines the health and safety programs it extends to its employees. 
In general, -these programs are not of s.uch .. a nature that they 
would be affected by the condition of the area,and have not 
been curtailed as a result of said condition. 
The extent of employee participation programs is 
determined by the individual employer· ,and by the nature of' 
the industry. Mr. Morley observed that prior to the depress-
ion in the textile industry.,the indus.t.ry made little use o.f 
formal .. empl.oJ7ee suggestion systems or participation programs. 
It presently makes little use of these programs. The proximity 
of the workers to their supervisors precludes the use of a 
formal employee participation ~rogram. Employees ma~, if they 
desire, suggest an improvement to their supervisor when they 
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are working with him. 
Texti::te manufacturers find it difficuJ. t .. t.o ·aecure 
employees. The workers in the area,in general,harbor a hostile 
attitude toward the textile industry. The number of worker~ 
who !equire training is reduced somewhat by the number of 
experienced textile workers in the labor market.. The wages 
and benef'i ts rec.ei ved by the workers as a result of union 
management negotiations, are not reduc.ed by the fact that 
the workers are in a surp~us labor market. Management tends 
to be lenient in regard to discipline and discharge, due to 
the fact that it finds it difficult to obtain satisfactory 
workers. 
PART V 
THE IMP ACT OF THE DEPRESSED 
ECONOMIC CONDITION,~<!>F THE FALL 
RIVER AREA ON THE PERSONNEL 
PRACTICES IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY 
112. 
C.HAPTER XVIL 
CONCLUSIO!IF 
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The stagnant economy of the Fall River area does 
have a defin~te effect on. various aspects of personnel admin-
istration,in the textile industry. The personnel practices 
are not affected in the manner in Which one might think~ One 
would surmise thattdue to the condition of the area,personnel 
practices would be geared to take advantage of the textile 
worker,because he is in a surplus labor market. The common 
belief'might be that the textile worker is adversely affectea 
by the status 'of the area. This is not the conclusio~present­
ed by the preceding interviews. The interviews indicate that 
the textile wo~ker is not adversely affected,but rather that 
the experienced textile worker, within certain limits, "calls 
the tune. 11 
The textile induatry,throughou~ the nation,is ex-
periencing a depression. Severe competition presented by 
native and foreign textiles has necessitated the reduction 
of costs in the textile industry. Labor is the largest cost 
factor in the production of textiles~ Therefore, in order to 
reduce total co~t,textile management has focused primarily 
-
on the reduction of labor cost. Technological advances have 
enabled textile management to substitute machinery for labor • 
... 
Improvementain textile machinery haye been effected;so that 
at present the quality of the textile product is largely con-
trolled by the machine which produces it. A direct result of 
technological improvement,due to the necessity of cost reducti~n, 
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has been a huge reduction in the number of workers employed 
in text.ile manufacturing. Due to the severe competition 
in the industry,and the low profit margin on which textile 
firms operate, the wages of the textile industry are depress~d 
ed. In order to adequately evaluate the sffect which ec.onomic 
status or the Fall'River area has on personnel practice~,we 
must bear in mind the condition of the textile industry. . 
The management of textile firms,operating in the 
Fall River area,does not appear to discriminate against or 
take advantage of unemployed textile workers?because they 
are in a surplus labor market. Rather, management appears~ 
within certain limits to be at a disadvantage. Personnel".:pr.ae-
tices in the area are affected by the fact that textile manag~­
ment enc9unters difficulty in obtaining workers,and therefore, 
is not disposed to take advantage of the workers it does 
obtain. 
The Fall River area, 4ue to the liquidation of many 
of its textil.e mills and the lack 9f diversification of in-
dustry, has an abundant labor supply. The labor supply is com-
posed of young inexperienced people,and older people some of 
whom are experienced in the manufacture of textiles. Despite 
the surplus in the labor market, textile manufacturers en-
counter great· difficulty in obtaining workers. The unemployed 
experienced textile workers, who are in the fifty to fifty-five 
year age bracket, fear to re-enter textile employment because 
of possible liquidation of other fir~s,and the resultant search 
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for new positions. The women tend to seek employment in 
the sewing and.garment shops~while the men turn to new in-
dustries. Another factor that hind.e.rs textile mapufacturers 
in obtaining experienced workers is the relation between 
unemployment benefits and textile wagea. The relationsh~p of 
these benefits to textile wages is high,because of the fact 
that textile wages a~e depresse~ Anunemployed textile work-
er may receive benefits that are proximate to the pay he would 
receive for a forty hour week. Thus,many unemployed textile-
workers prefer to collect unemployment benefits rather than 
seek re-employment in textiles. 
The younger, inexperienced element of the labor supply 
tends to shy away from textile employment,because it feels 
that its association with the older, less educ~ted worker will 
offer no social advantages. Many of the younger people are 
high school graduates who, because of their education., tend to 
seek employment in industries which, they believe.,~fi'ord more 
< • 
opportunities for advancement. The low wage s.cale of the textile 
industry tends to deter young people from seeking employment 
in textiles. They do not wish to enter an industry which will 
pay them wages which are thirty to fifty percent below the wages 
paid in other industries. Fear of further liquidation of the 
textile industry,in the area,is also a dissuas·ion against their 
seeking employment in that industry. 
The difficulty encountered by textile manufacturersa 
in obtaining either experienced or ine4perienced worker~,is 
occa5fuiDned01,n part by the economic status of the area, but 
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especially by the depressed conditions of the textile in• 
dustry. Fear of liquidatio~1 by the remaining firms in. the 
area,, is a deterre.nt to a pe.rson.s se,eking employment in tex-
tiles,. The major deterrent appears to be the depresse.d con-
dition of the industry,and particularly the low wages paid 
by the industry. In recruiting a work force, management en-
counters obvious hostil~ty on the part of labor towards tex~ 
tile employment. Clearly,that is not a situation in which 
management dis~riminate~ against the worker,but rather a sit-
uation in which the worker discriminates against the textile 
industry. 
Personnel administrators in the textile industry 
seek to obtain the services of experienced workers;since 
they need operators for a definite position,and prefer a 
person with experience in this positio~ An experienced person 
is sought because the need for training is eliminated1 and 
the person will be producing a 11full job" immediately. The 
main criterion of selection~therefore,is experience. Inex-
perienced people may be selected if they are deemed suitable 
by the personnel manager. The method of selection. i.s not affect-
ed by the condition of the area,b~cause personnel administrators, 
in general,prefer experienced workers to inexperienced workers. 
Due to the fact that workers t~nd to seek employment in other 
. 
inqustries,the number from which textile management selects its 
work force is extremely limited. 
The nature of the training received by the inexperienced 
worker~on his induction into a textile firm,is influenced 
primarily by the depressed condition q.f the text.il.e industry6 
Severe competition haa induced textile manufacturers to seek 
ways in which to reduce labor costs, a prime factor in their 
total cost structure. At the height of the textile industry, 
the number of machines operate~ by one person was relatively 
small,;ih comparison to the number of machines operated by one 
person to-day. The worker who operated a machine was primarily 
interested in the quality of the product he made available. 
The training period at this time,while fairly short, was much 
more intensive than it is to-day 7in order to insure that the 
worker possessed a thorough knowledge of the product. The 
. 
skill required t.o perform a task was greater.,and the time re-
quired to thoroughly learn a job was longer~t?an it is at 
I. 
present. Technological improvements1,resulting from an e.ffort 
to reduce labor costs.thave greatly influenced the nature of 
training. The machinery now used in textile manufacturing is 
capable of co~trolling product quality. The worker.is responsibl~, 
onl;1.,for keeping the machinery operating .. Consequently~,he is 
now able to control. a larger number of machines. Since a less 
thorough knowledge of the product is required of the worker.,the 
.. 
intensiveness of the training.,and the length of time required 
t·o learn a job have been reduced. 
The number of people who require training for posi tiona., 
in the textile industry~is affected by the surplus labor supply 
o~ the area. Since the depressed condition o~ the area is due 
largely to the liquidation of textile mills;there is a number 
~ . 
. 
of experienced textile workers in the labor market. Despite the 
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fact that many of these people do not seek re-employment in 
texti~es~ma~y others do. The fact that there are experienced 
people who seek re-employment in textiles and from whom manage-
ment may select workers. reduces the number of workers manage-
ment must tra.in. far positions in the industry. 
'J 
The appraisal of an employees performance is affected 
by both the condition of the textile industry.~nd of the area. 
The highly competitive nature of the industry has instigated 
technological improvements,~eyed to reducing labor costs. The 
emphasis on employee performance has shi~ted from quality pro-
duction to quantity production~since qu~lity is controlled to 
a high degree by the machine. Employees are now evaluated on 
the quantity of their output. The status of the area determines 
management's reaction to performance appraisal. Management is 
lenient in disciplining a worker.for sub-standard performance. 
Because of the difficulty it encounters in obtaining workers~ 
management does not want to antagonize the wbrkers it has. 
The promotion of workers in textile firms is determined 
. 
by the stipulations 1regarding promotion,i~ the labor contract. 
' Prior to 1934 and the entrance of unions into Fall River-'s tex-
tile industry, promotion was effected solely on the basis of. 
merit. This method ex.ists to-day in the Globe Manufac.turing Company, 
which is an open shop. In union shops~promotion is ,2ffected 
primarily on the basis of seniarity. 
The wages received by textile workers~in the Fall River 
a;r:oe'a·,are not adversely affected by the economic condition of the 
area. ·The textile industry is depressed ~and henc~7,i ts wages are . 
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below those o:f other industri,e.s. Textil.e uni.ons have raised 
texti.le wages over the years,, but the gains have not kept 
pace with gains in other industries. The Textile Workers Union 
of America has established a standard wage range for the in-
dustry, in order to eliminate 1arge dif:ferent.iala in. wages 
paid by competi~g manufacturers. Within this wage range, the 
wages rec.ei ved by workers,.,i:p. the Fall River area,are higher 
'. 
than wages received. in some other segments of the nation. The 
benefits received by workers ,in thi.s area ,are above those re-
ceived ill: many other area.s. The wages received by the employees 
of Globe Manufacturing co., an open shop, are higher than the 
wages of the union shops,a~d compare favorably with the wages 
of any industry in the area. 
The textile employers 'in the area, because the workers 
are in a surplus labor market, are not exceptionally strict in 
matters of discipline. The union contract which binds all tex-
tile employers in the area, with the exception of Globe Manufac-
turing, stipul.ates the procedure to follow in regard to discipline. 
considering the union contract governing disciplinary action, 
~~nagement is prone to l~niency. This leniency is occasioned by 
the fact that,since management has difficulty in obtaining workers, 
i tt.doe·s'·.notJ:·desire to reduce 1 ts work force by lay off or dis-
-
charge. Globe Manufacturing is stricter in enforcing discipline 
than are the union shops. This firmness is due to the fact that 
Globe pays higher wages· and has more liberal benefits~,and can, 
therefore,exact.compliance with its wishes. ~. Anderson related 
.. 
that the high caliber of the work force greatly reduces the need 
: 
• 
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for much diac.ipl.inary action. 
I 
Employees health and safety service.s., and empl..oyee 
participation programs1 whicn.are dete~ined by the individual 
firm.,have not. heen affected by. the condi.tion of the area.,, The 
majority of the ~irwa are safety orientated and provide. some 
form of health services .for employees, the ext.ent depending 
on the financial capabilities of the firm. Most of tha firms 
have no employee participation programs;beaause the manufactur-
1 
ing process does not readily lend itself to improvement,and, 
because the close proximity of the supervisor and worker pre-
cludes the use o~ a formal participation program. An employee 
suggestion system does not generally prove e~~icacious,because 
workers are reluctant tn suggest improvements that may result 
in the loss. of anothers job. 
An interesting contrast,to the other textile manufac-
turing firms in the area,is provided by Glob~ Manufacturing Co., 
an open shop. This firm has a waiting list of approximately 
four hundred applicants seeking employment, mainly because of 
the excellent reputation of the firm. It selects its employees 
on the basis of a test and an employment interview. Globe is 
extremely sel~ctive in choosing its employees,because its manage-
ment believes that it .. wil~ be able to maintain product quality 
only by employing persons of potential. The wages and benefits 
-
it distributes are well above those distributed by other textile 
firms. The company's strict discipline is enforced because of 
the precision required to insure product quality~,rather than as 
a result of the abundant labor supply. A firm ,,operating in a de-
pressed indust.ry and a depressed. area .,it neve.rthe.~es.s is ex,-
panding and. providing workers with b.et.ter wages and benefits 
than other fir.m,fL,regard:Less of type ~in this area. 
Th~ personnel practices in the texti.le industry in. 
Fall. River are influenced by three major factors~ the comparative 
inactivity of the textile industry, the de.preas.ed c.onditi.on of 
the Fa:Ll River area,and. the fact that the majority of the tex-
tile firms are union shops. 
The stagnant condit~on of the textile industry tends 
to depress the wages of the textile workers~th~oughout the .in-
dustry. Due to increasing competition, the. firms. wi.thin the 
industry have been required to reduce production costs. Since 
labor is the major fac.tor in production cost.s, management seeks 
to reduce labor costs. Textile machinery has been developed that 
controls product quality, a task formerly performed by·the work-
er. Emphasis has been p:Laced on increasing output per worker. 
The wages of textile workers are .~below:..tli!9:·wages of workers in 
other industries. The skill required of the textile worker has 
been reduced because of the improvements in textile machinery. 
'The emphasis~of the evaluation of an employee's perfo~ance,has 
-been diverted from the qualit~ of the employee~s production~to 
the quantity of hi..s otl.tpu~. The status o:f the textil.e industry 
deters people from seeking employment in that industry. The de-
pressed condition of the textile indus. try is evidenc.ed not. only 
in the Fall River area~but in a:Ll geographic are?s in which the 
\, 
industry exists. 
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The existen.c.e of unions in. the indti.st:r;ay has had a 
pronounced effect .on the personnel practices in Fall River. 
The labor c~ntract determines how management may act towards 
employees in almost all aspects of personnel relations. Since 
most of the firms are union shops, the union does not directly 
influence the recruit.ing, selection, or placemen~ of the workers. 
However, it does indirectly affect these practice·s; because em-
ployers seek experienced workers, and the majority·'6f inexperienced 
workers are ~nion members. The labor contract forms the basis 
of company policy in regard to wages, employee workload, and 
piece rates. Fringe benefits are determined by u~ion-management 
negotiations. The ability of the worker was the fundamental 
principle of promotion, prior to the entrance of the unions. 
Seniority has now replaced ability as the primary criteri.on of 
promotion. The Textile Workers Union has not curtail~d management's 
freedom to a greater extent in the Fall River area, than it has 
in other areas. The union does not fear that management will dis~ 
criminate against the wor~ers because of the labor surplus in 
the area. The objectives of the u~ion are industry wide. Therefore, 
the terms of the union contracts do not differ radically from 
area to area. 
The st~gna~t economy of the·area does have a definite 
effect on certain personnel practices. Textile management en-
counters difficulty in pbtaining both experienced and inexperienced 
workers, because the workers tend to discriminate against textile 
employment. The ~ack of industry, in the area, necessitates 
certain employed textile workers to seek re-employment in textiles, 
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.thus reducing the number of workers management must train 
for positions in the industry. Many of the textile employees, 
who are in the fifty-fifty-five year age bracket, are em-
ployed in textiles because they c~nno~ secure employment in 
other industries. The average age of these tex~ile workers 
is a deterrent to the· entrance of younger workers into the 
industry. Younger people,also,shy away from textile employ-. 
ment because it offers no social advantage's. As a result of 
the difficulty encountered in obtaining workers, management 
. . 
is lenient in enforcing discipline, so as not to antagonize 
the textile workers. Textile manufacturers, in Fall River, 
. 
are required to pay wages that are high for the textile in-
dustry, in order to recruit workers. Workers, in the Fall River 
area;· receive fringe benefits that are higher than benefits 
receivea by workers in other areas. Clearly in evidence is 
the fact that the experienced textile worker, in Fall River~ 
is not adversely affected by.the depressed economic conditions 
of the areae 
CH. I7 
PERSONNEL PRACTICES IN·THE 
FALL RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS 
AREA. 
I25. 
The personnel practiaes in the textile industry in 
Fall River, Massachusetts are in accord ~ith theories on per-
sonnel practices which were discussed earlier in this thesis. 
In Fall River, as in other areas, the~e is a need for an adminis-
. 
trator to organize and direct individuals.; so they may attain 
maximum efficiency for their owen benefit, and the benefit of the 
enterprise. The textile firms in the Fall River area have on their 
staff's personnel specialists., whose -primary objective is the organ-
ization of the human factor of productipn in such a way that an 
efficient, and satisfied work force may result. These administrators 
have equal status with other administrators within the organization. 
In theory, personnel is primarily a staf'f function; however, in 
practiee in this area, it appears to be a combined line and staff 
function. The personnel manager, in the Fall River area, must be~ 
capable of, and willing to make decisions as well as to advise. The 
personnel policies, prevalent in the textile industry in the area 
are clearly, c.oncise, and definitely stated in written form. 
· The fact·.must be borne in mind that with" the except.ion of' 
. . 
the Globe Ma~ufacturing aompany, the textile firms in the area are 
union shops. Pe~sonnel policies in these union shops are arrived at 
by negotiation between union and management. Since the Textile Workers 
Union seeks to obtain uniform standar.ds" of employment throughout the· 
copntry, the policies in this area are closely allied to personnel 
-policies in other areas. There is a joint determination of personnel 
policies in these union shops. In the case of ttGlobeu., where there is 
a unilateral determination of personnel policies, the workers do not 
suffer. The attitude of this firm, as reflected in its personnel 
policies, is one of paternalism. The firm is strict in disciplining 
violations of its directives but is prone to be liberal in rewarding 
employees who comply with its regulati-ons. 
REO:RUITING 
The abundant labor supply of. the Fall River area~ 
comprised of recent high school graduates, unemployed unskilled 
workers, and unemployed skilled textile workers is the source 
from which the textile firms recruit their work force. The "union 
shop firms" recruit their workers by means of word o~ mouth adver-
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tising, advertisements in local newspapers, and frequent requests 
to the union and the local divi.sion of employment security. They 
seek to obtain the services of the ski~~ed textile workers. Globe 
Manufacturing Company does not .advertis.e for or attempt to rec,rui t 
workers. Due to the excellent .reputation of the firm, job appl.i.cants 
. 
seek employment there. At the present time, approximately four hundred 
persons are on the waiting list at 11Globe.u 
SELECTION. 
The textile firms, in the area, utilize the application 
and the interview method in the employment process. The prior experience 
of the job applicant, the employment .inte.rview, and the applicant's 
references determine his suitability for-employment. In addi~ion to 
. 
the standard practice of utilizing the ~~pplication and interview, 
Globe-Manufacturing Company utilizes a test devised by the Division 
of Employment Security to measure ap~~tude for a required taske On 
the basis of a sa.ti.sfactory appli.cat1o;n,. prior empl.oyment record., 
~ 
the interview, and in the case of 11 Glohe~' achievement of a satisfactory 
score on the test, an applicant is selected for employment. 
PLACEMENT 
The applicant who is selected for employment in one of 
Fall River 1 s textile firms is placed in the specific position for 
which he was selected. U~ually, a new employee is selected and placed 
in the lowest skilled, ~owest paying job in the plant. When a 
senior employee vacat.es his posit.ion, his junior is promoted to 
that position. The process continues until the lowest skilled, 
lowest paying job is the one that is vacant. The suitability o~ a 
job applicant for this position is determined; then the applicant 
who is selected is placed in the specific position. 
TRAINING 
•' The skills required of textile employees. are not as ex-
tensi ve or intricate as those required of many other occupations., 
such as tool and die making or model making. There~ore, the amount 
of training required to equip the worker·to perform his task is not 
I28. 
too extensive. The type o~ training the textile worker receives is 
determined by the nature of the job he is to perfo~m. It is not a~fect­
ed by the economic status of the area. There are no formal training 
programs in ef~ect in the textile. industry in this section, at present. 
Textile workers, due to the nature of the skill they are required to 
possess, are trained.informally by their supervisors and co-workerse 
The trainee's progress, during this period o~ informal training, is 
observed in order to further determine his aptitude ~or the speci~ic 
task ass.igned, 
EMPLO~EE RATING AND PROMOTION 
. -
There are no formal employee rating programs in effect in 
the industry. Performa~ce appraisal in both "Globe*' and the union firms 
is an in~ormal operation. 'The employees rate or evaluate their own 
performance by the quantity of the.;l.r produc.tion. · The management of the 
firm and the employee's supervisor specify the standard of perfor~ance. 
If the employee does not produce the standard quantity, he is reprimanded 
accordingly. In the union shops, this informal method of employee 
rating has no bearing whatsoever on employee promotion. Seniority 
!29. 
is the sole basis of promotion in the union shop. In Globe Manufactur-
ing, however, employee rating does have an impact on employee status. 
An outstanding· employee, who has a thorough knowledge of his job 
and a consistently good performance record, will be promoted in prefer-
ence to a senior employee who has not acquired as good a rating. 
MAINTENANCE OF THE WORK FORCE 
- ~ 
Since the majority of the textile firms in the area are 
unionized, the personnel practices governing transfer, downgrading, 
discharge, lay-off, and discipline are stipulated in the collective 
bargaining agreement. Seniority is the governing factor in the 
transfer, downgrading, and lay-o~f of workers; the management policy 
in regard to these aspects of the personnel administration are clear-
ly stipulated in the union contr~ct. A job which is vacated is bid 
for by those workers desiring a transfer; hence, the senior worker 
usually receives the ~ransfer. The aspects of downgrading and lay-off 
occur most frequently in times of reduced operations. Management will 
lay off some workers and down grade others in an effort to retain the 
most highly skilled element of its work force. While lay-offs in the 
textile industry in Fall River have been quita common, the action 
management may take in regard to discipline and disch3rge are clearly 
stated in the union con~ract • 
• Glbbe Manufacturing has complete.freedom in regard to the 
aforementioned aspects of personnel administration, since it is an 
open shop. It has clearly formulated policies regarding the transfer 
of workers, ·and quite frequently resorts to the practices of trans-
ferring workers as often as possible$ hence the employee is acquainted 
with all aspects of the firm's operations. The downgrading and lay-off 
of worke~s, due to reduced operations, has not occurred as yet 
because this firm has been constantly expanding since its in-
ception. Should the need arise to reduce the work force, senior-
ity will be used as the basis fo.r the reduction. Disciplinary 
policies of the firm are clearly formulated and communicated •to 
,the workers. M~. ·.Anderson related, however, that there is little 
need for disciplinary action due to the high caliber of the work 
.. ' 
f.orce. . 
WAGES AND 'VTAGE POLICY 
~ 
The Textile Worker's Union of America attempts to 
!30. 
promote a uniform wage range for textile jobs throughout the 
country. Since the majority of the textile firms in the Fall Ri ve·r 
area~~e ~ionized, their. wage rates are determined by the collective 
bargaining process. The union negotiates individually with each 
textile firm in this area. The textile firm determines its ability 
to pay wages~within a certain wage range. The union and the manage-
ment then negotiate for the exact wage for the particular job, and 
hope that their maximum and minimum limits overlap~ so that they 
may arrive at an amicable solutio~. Since the manufacture of tex-
tiles is controlled to a great extent by machines, the workers are 
paid on the basis of the time spent on the job. The union· and the 
management, therefore, negotiate for a specific rate per hour. The 
hours of the work and the shifts are de.termined by the needs of the 
individual firm. The union does, howeve~, secure a wage differential 
for workers who are on a less favorable shift. 
Globe Manufacturing Company ,unilaterally,,d_etermines the 
wages it will pay its workers on the b~.sis of its abilit;w to pay. 
The depression in the textile industry has caused textile wages to 
.• 
.. . 
be depressed. "G.lob.e.", however, provides the exception to the 
ru~e and has expanded quite rapidly. Due to this expansion and 
the desire to obtain the best workers possib~e, "Globe" pays a 
~ , 
wage that is not only above the average wage for the textile in-
dustry, but is above the average wage ~or the area. payment at 
"Globe" is on the basis of hours worked~,bE?cause the quantity of 
production is largely controlled by machines. The company, due 
I3I. 
to expansio.n, is presently operating three shifts. Workers on the 
second and third shifts receive a slightly higher wage than do 
those on the first shift. 
EMPLOYEE SERVICES 
All textile firms in the area, including'Globe Manufactur-
ing Oompan~ extend to their ·employees the minimum services required 
by law. Few unionized textile firms extend employee serYices beyond 
the minimum required by law. This is due to the fact that the major-
ity of these firms are operating on' a narrow margin,and are un~ble 
financially to do more for their workers, while still realizing a 
profit. Globe Manufacturing Company, the exception again, extends 
many services to its workers. A college scholarship, established 
in memory of the father of the company's founder, is available 
to the children of the firm's employees. The ~irm, though an open 
shop, contributes more than twenty dollars per week~ per employee, 
to a fringe benefit program, in addition to paying high wages. 
"Globeu is able to do this because the company expansion has made 
._ 
it stronger financially than many of the union shops. 
HEALTH AND SAFETY SERVICES 
Globe Manufacturing Company and the union shops provide 
health and safety services for their employee. In addition to a 
nurse, many of the firms provide minor medical facilities, on 
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premis'es, in which local doctors administer to the workers. uG~obe 11 
is extremely safety conscious and maintains an elaborate sa~ety 
program. Many of the union shops, in the area, maintain safety pro-
grams and attempt to make the workers safety conscious. 
EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION PLANS 
For two reasons, the union shops in the area do not 
utilize employee participation p~ans. The proximity of the super-
visor to the worker preclu~es the use of any formal suggestion 
or employee participation plan. Secondly, workers hesitate to partici-
pate in an employee participation plan, for fear that their suggestions 
may cost a fellow emp~oye~ his jpb. 
Globe Manufacturing Company, in contrast to the union 
shops, maintains a formal emp~oyee participation plan, in which 
accepted suggestion~ are rewarded with a percentage of company savings 
for the year;therefore, employees there tend to offer suggestions 
quite freely. Another explanation for their action may be found in 
the fact that ttGlobe 11 is an expanding firm where the employees are 
not fearful for their jobs; whereas, in the union shops,. which are 
experiencing a recession, employees are fearful that suggestions might 
cost them their jobs. 
The preceding discussion brings to light the fact that the 
depressed economic condition of the Fall River area has little, if 
any, effect on the personnel practices in the textile industry. This 
condition does not cause the~ to vary greatly from the personnel 
practices we read about in standard textbooks. The status of the area 
does have an impact on various aspects of personnel practices as was 
shown previousl~, but it does not cause them to diffe~ radic~lly from 
personnel practices in other areas. 
APPENDIX A 
. 
PURPOSES OF THE 
AREA REDEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1961 
The purposes o~ the Area Redevelopment Aat aa outlined by 
President Kennedy in a ~etter to the Hon. Sam Rayburn.,. 
Speaker o.f the House of Representatives,. are as fol.lows.. 
11The basic. provisions of' the Bi~l are tho.se which. 
~. Provide technical assistance to local commun-
ities to enab.J..e'them to plan intelligently their 
economic deve~opment and to expLore methods of 
expansion of their industrial resources; 
2. Provide .for participating loans to meet the gap 
created when conventional lending taci~ities are 
unavailabl~ to the local industry; 
194 .. 
3. Provide for modernized pub~ic facilities such as 
access roads., industrial water, industria~ parks 
and publ.ic utilities, so that industry will be en-
couraged to ~ocate in th~se areas 
4. Provide~in co-operation with State, ~ocal and 
private organizations for the expansion of facilities 
and opportunities for training and retraining the 
labor force in new and improved ski~ls. ~~49 
APPENDIX B-
GLOBE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Globe: Manufacturing Company, located in Fall River, 
Massachusetts is the world's largest producer of extruded 
rubber thread .. Firestone Rubber Company., Goodyear Tire and 
Rubber Company,and aeveral other manufa~turers at one time 
produced a similar product. At pre.sent,,qnly Goodyear and 
one smaller manufacturer are producing it. 
Globe Manufacturing Company waa establ~shed, short-
ly after the end of World War 111 in 1946. ~he people who es-
tablished Globe were an outgrowth o~ employees of the Firestone 
Rubber Company. With a nucleus of a few scientists and a few 
employees with experience in textiles, the firm initi~ted the 
manufacture of extruded rubber thread. Originally, the hiring 
of employees was based on loyalty to the ow.ners~and a know-
ledge of and experience in textile manufacture 4 t6 which the 
manufacture of rubber thread is closely related. From this 
small beginning,the company has expanded its facilities and 
its sta~f, which now includes three hundred fifty workers. 
Although the firm produces extZiJ.ded rubber thread,,it 
is classified as a part of the textile industry; iee. a tex-
tile manufacturer. It markets its products primarily to the 
textile industry,,both at home and abroad. It has recently com-
pleted the purchase of a textile plant in England4 in hopes of 
expanding its production facilities. 
The primary concerns of Globe, from its humble begin-
ning, were the quality inherent in it£ products and the exten-
sion of services to its customers. Mr. Anderson stated that at 
the beginning o.f the company,,the praduc.tion of rub.ber thread 
was "more an art than a scienc..e. 11 The product was new.,and had 
to be developed sufficiently in order to be marketed. in quan-
tity. The 11 trial and error" method was employed in developing 
the product,until._it was considered niarketa.b.le. Once production 
was underway, attention was focused primarily on improving ~h~ 
quality of the produe.t,and the service to the custome.r. The 
philosophy adhered to by the management. of Globe is that quality 
and service are their most important products. Extensive re-
search,~n the product and the method of production,was undertaken 
in order to improve the quality of the thread. The problem of 
competitive pricing was not considered as important as qualit~, 
because management believed that the superior quality of the 
product would be its major selling fact.or•. 
The company ,secondly, decided to render to its customer·s 
\ 
the finest service available. by tailoring its product to the 
customer's specific use. As a result, the extruded rubber thread 
sold largely on the basis of services extended·to the customer. 
The quality of the product., and the services extended to customers. 
by the firm created good will among Globe customers. The result-
ant reputation of the firm spread by "word of mouth11 from one 
manufacturer to another. 
The company next determined to do research in the 
packaging and shipping of its product. The purpose behind the 
nesearch was to find ways to reduce transportation and handling 
trosts,for both the manufacturer and purchaser. It formerly 
138. 
shipped its products on the spools on which it had. be.en wound. 
The spools cre~ted excessive weight. and bulk which c.ompli.cated. 
shipping and handling. As. a result of the research, the manu-
facturer now ships its. thread coiled like a ribbon in a box; 
thereby eliminating the bulk"and weight of the spo.ol. 'When. he 
receives the thread,the customer may then 11 split 11 it as he de-
sires. This packaging ··facilitates customer prod?ction,and .re-
duces transportation cost to the customer •. This new concept ,in 
the packaging of ~~ber~is one of the factors that enables this 
firm to compete on a world wide basis. 
· The company is essentially a custom manufacturer. It 
has greatly improved the quality of its produ.c.t since its in-
ception, and employs e~tensive research to further improve pro-
duct quality. It has expanded its product line to include several 
products within the realm of rubber thread. The company makes 
a determined effort to meet requirements o~ its customers. Mr. 
Anderson related that one of the major factors in the firm's 
success was its willingness to give immediate and thorough service 
to customer requirements; service that could not be duplicated 
by larger competitors. Due to the fact that it is relatively 
small, Globe is flexible and may act quickly to satisfy customer 
needs. A considerable portion of the expansion in sales of the 
firm may qe attributed to the speed with w~ch customer needs 
are met. 
APPENDIX C 
. 
BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY MFG. CO. 
1~0. 
The Berkshire Hathaway Manufacturing Company, King 
Phillip Division, Plant E. is loc~ted in Fall River, Massa-
chusetts. The firm existed. prior to 1955 as the Berkshi.re 
Manufacturing Company. In 1955 the,Berkshire and Hathaway 
textile manufacturing firms merged,to form the Berkshire-
Hathaway Manufacturing Company. At this time,the Berkshire 
Hathaway Manu.fact.uring Company operated thirte.en divisions 
in Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut. Berkshir,e 
Hathaway is at preaent comprised of four divisions; the 
Hathaway division in New Bedford, Massachusetts, two divi-
sions in Fall River, Massachuset·ts ,and one division in Warren, 
Rhode Island. The King Phillip Divisions A·and E~located in 
Fall River, Mass. ;manufacture cotton broadclo~h in a grey 
. . 
finish. The grey woven broadcloth, produced in these divisions 
is not dyed or printed by Berkshire Hathaway, but rather is · 
sold to "finishing firms". The firm which purchases the material 
finishes the material in accord with its own specifications. 
The manufacturing operations of the Berkshire Hathaway 
plants~and the equipment located in these plants had undergone 
little'moder.nization prior to 1957.In that year,a moderniza-
tion of the King Phillip Divisions A and E and other divisions 
of the Berkshire Hathaway Manufacturing Company was undertaken. 
Spinning frames were changed in the weave rooms, looms were 
completely rebuilt,and new machines were introduced into the 
card rooms. The modernization of older equipment and the pur-
chase of new equipment necessitated the expenditure of six 
l~li. 
million dollars ($6,000,000). The reaults of the expenditures 
we1'e a higher quantity and a bette;ro quality of productuand 
better working conditions. The Hathaway Plant~in New Bed-
ford •. ia at present., as a result of the expenditure on capital 
equipment, special.izing in the produ.etion of synthetic. fibers. 
I 
The King Phillip Division, Plant E is currently producing 
dacron products, cotton blends,and broadcloth. 
The King Phillip Division, Plant E became a union 
shop in 1943. At th~s timerthere was disagreement between.union 
and management over the entrance of the union,and over the wage 
policies the union attemped to introduce. After a short while, 
however,industrial harmony was achieved. The contract between 
the union and management governs labor relations,,and to a 
great degree limits managerial discretion. Wages are arrived 
at by agreement between union and management. Measures con-
cerning discipline, discharge,and lay of~ as well as matters 
dealing with ~mployee bene~its are included in the labor con• 
tract. There are four unions within the plant with whom manage-
ment must negotiate. The unions are: 'the A.F. L. -ClO Textile 
Workers Union of America,,and the Independent Loomfixers Union, 
The Knot-Tiers Union,an~ ~he ·Slashers Union. 
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